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A snapshot of the devastion left in the wake of floods which hammered KZN recently. Pictures: GCIS

KZN floods a major
‘wake-up call’

T

INSIDE

HE catastrophic flooding in KwaZuluNatal is a wake-up call for local and
national government to ensure that future
urban development is integrated and resilient
to extreme weather events.
That’s according to Darrin Green, MD Africa
at global infrastructure consulting firm AECOM,
who said, “The effects are widespread, and I
do not think anyone has a proper handle yet
on the extent of the infrastructure damage.
There is a long road ahead to fix this”.
Parts of the province received over 300mm
of rainfall in a 24-hour period from 11 to 12
April, and close to 400mm, including the
preceding rain in the days leading up to the
floods.
While the entire province was impacted, the
worse-hit areas were the eThekwini metro and
the districts of iLembe, Ugu, King Cetshwayo,
and uMgungundlovu. Informal settlements
close to rivers and waterways were severely
affected, with numerous dwellings swept away
and nearly 450 lives lost to date. The flooding
disrupted fuel and food supplies.
“It was a 100-year rainfall event for some
areas,” said Timothy Hotchkiss, an engineer
at the company’s Durban office specialising in
flood management and the design of waterrelated infrastructure.
“That is just in terms of the rainfall itself,
which cannot be correlated directly with the
flooding. Once everything is saturated, the
runoff is much higher. Then there is the secondary impact of landslides and erosion that
can change the natural runoff characteristics,
resulting in unpredictable impacts that can

cause further significant damage to infrastructure.”
The torrential rain caused extensive damage to houses, businesses, roads, bridges
and water, electricity, rail, and telecommunications infrastructure. Cabinet declared a
national state of disaster on 19 April.
KZN Premier Sihle Zikalala estimated it will
cost about R5.6 billion to repair the damage to
road infrastructure alone. While Durban Port,
one of the largest and busiest shipping terminals on the continent, has since reopened, at
the time of going to press there was a backlog
of 8000 to 9000 containers.
“We will be involved with a lot of the repair
and rebuild work, especially in terms of bulk
infrastructure such as roads and water networks,” said Hotchkiss. The company has
carried out flood mitigation work for a major
automotive manufacturer in the region in conjunction with the metro.
Green said a lack of integrated planning
was a countrywide issue. “There is very little
holistic planning around any of these critical
factors. Unfortunately, this has contributed
significantly to what we have seen happen in
KwaZulu-Natal. We are paying the price for
years of under-planning and a lack of investment in maintenance and infrastructure.”

Water woes
The immediate priority is to ensure that the
water supply in eThekwini is fully restored,
followed by the electricity and road networks.
In some cases, the authorities have consult-

ants and contractors on frameworks and term
tenders, and therefore may be able to respond
relatively quickly to some of the immediate
and less complicated infrastructure repairs.
However, on the whole, emergency procurement will need to be put in place.
“We have seen before that this does not
always have the desired outcomes. We need
to mobilise as quickly and as effectively as
possible,” said Green. Consulting Engineers
South Africa (CESA) has stated that its members are on standby to provide any assistance
required.

Logistics
Freight and logistics group Grindrod said its
container depots, terminals and warehouse
facilities in and around central Durban have
been heavily impacted by the floods.
“The impact to Grindrod includes damage
to equipment and infrastructure. Activity to
recover customer containers and restore facilities has commenced, in collaboration with our
insurers,” the group said in a statement.
“Whilst the floods have been devastating,
our equipment and facilities that have been
damaged are all insured, including cover for
business interruption. In addition, engagement with key customers is underway around
contingencies, including those required for the
upcoming citrus season.”
Good news is that the supply of jet fuel
to airlines flying in-and-out of OR Tambo
International Airport is stable and continues
to meet the demand of airlines, according to

Airports Company South Africa (ACSA) Chief
Executive Officer, Mpumi Mpofu.
This is in spite of disruptions to the transportation of the jet fuel-value chain as a result of
many factors initially starting with the railway
infrastructure damage caused by the floods,
resulting in force majeure being declared by
several companies, most notably SASOL.
Approximately 140 sections of Transnet
Freight Rail (TFR) lines were damaged on the
route to Johannesburg. Of the 67 rail tanks
to OR Tambo International Airport, only 11
arrived, with 56 remaining behind.
It is estimated that TFR will only be able
to repair the damaged rail infrastructure by
the June, prompting it, ACSA and oil companies to develop an interim plan to transport the remaining 56 rail tanks to National
Petroleum Refiners of South Africa (NATREF)
at Sasolburg and pipe it on to OR Tambo.
“We have confirmation by NATREF of an
additional supply of 14 million litres of jet fuel.
Additionally, we are expecting a shipment of
10 million litres on 5 May which will assist in
stabilizing ACSA’s fuel levels to approximately
three to four days’ worth of stock,” Mpofu said.
“This situation has created uncertainty
amongst international airlines, but I want to
assure our airline partners and passengers
that there is adequate fuel at OR Tambo
International Airport and all our airports. We
are in continued engagements with oil suppliers to share stock. Some international airlines
are in the process of confirming the availability
of stock directly with their suppliers.”
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Accountants body questions SARS
claim that tax practitioners owe R1.3bn

N a recent presentation to Parliament, SARS
Commissioner Edward Kieswetter said that
around 4,000 of the tax authority's 25,000
registered tax practitioners were non-compliant, owing it some R1.3 billion rand. He also
called on their professional bodies for help.
However, Phillip Joubert, Centre of Tax
Excellence (CoTE) Manager at the South
African Institute of Professional Accountants
(SAIPA), said they had reached out to SARS a
several times to query how the R1.3 billion is
made up. So far, SARS had “not been able or
have been unwilling” to confirm what portion is
tied up in disputes.
"Obviously, we cannot chastise specific
members for non-compliance if they feel they

have been unfairly taxed and are already
following a legitimate process to resolve the
problem," Joubert said.
SAIPA has also questioned whether the tax
debt is owed by individual practitioners or tax
firms to better inform its response.
“Furthermore, there is a mismatch in the
number of practitioners SAIPA confirms to
SARS on an annual basis, and what SARS has
on record. Is it possible that, at least some, of
the non-compliant tax practitioners fall within
this, almost, unassigned category?”
Joubert said professional accountancy bodies, like SAIPA, already have procedures in
place to address the issue raised by SARS.
“Having proper disciplinary processes and a

proper code of conduct is part of our recognition criteria as a Recognised Controlling
Body (RCB)”.
"We take compliance by our tax members
very seriously,” he said, adding that SARS
can use these “robust” processes to lodge
complaints against any of the Institute's
members it believes are non-compliant.

Loaded term
Joubert said "Non-compliance" can be a
loaded term and when a taxpayer enters
into a dispute with SARS, they can do so
through SARS' own dispute process or, in
more serious cases, the tax court. Even
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though both parties are working towards a
state of compliance, SARS still considers
unpaid amounts as outstanding in the interim.
“Where cases of reported non-compliance
can be confirmed, SAIPA will do everything in
its power to assist SARS.”
By law, tax practitioners need to be in good
standing with their RCB, in this case, SAIPA.
To remain in good standing, members must
abide by the Institute's constitution and bylaws
in terms of their continuing professional development (CPD), finances and legal compliance. For the latter, tax members are required
to submit their SARS-issued tax compliance
status PIN (TCS PIN) annually, which is
checked by SAIPA's compliance team.
Those who do not are provided a reasonable period to comply, after which SAIPA will
not confirm their standing with SARS. At that
point, SARS may deregister them, disqualifying them from making tax submissions for
their clients.
A member whose tax affairs remain noncompliant will be subject to investigation
by SAIPA's independent investigations committee. On its recommendation, the matter
may be referred to an independent disciplinary committee. That panel will determine
the appropriate sanction to levy against the
offender, which could result in termination of
their membership.
"Deregistration and possible dismissal
should be enough to deter any body's members from falling into non-compliance."
Joubert said tax practitioners who are legitimately or habitually non-compliant damage
the reputation of their professional body and
the profession itself, and present a risk to the
public interest.
As they often advise their clients, they cannot simply wish their tax debt away.
"Approach SARS and make arrangements
to settle the outstanding amount as soon as
Enquiry no: 2
possible," Joubert said.
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SPIRIT OF UBUNTU:
businesses back flood relief efforts

W

ITH communities across
KwaZulu-Natal still struggling to recover from the
devastating floods, businesses are
stepping in to assist with donations
to relief efforts.
Sasol’s R7,5-million contribution is
one of the most sizeable. Executive
Vice President: Human Resources
and Stakeholder Relations, Charlotte
Mokoena, said, “Our donation will be
channelled through one of our partners, the Charities Aid Foundation
Southern Africa (CAFSA), to facilitate and coordinate the disbursement of funds to various vetted relief
agencies that are providing active
on the ground disaster support in the
province.”
She added that the company was
working closely with the provincial
government, district municipalities
and the eThekwini Municipality.
“A portion of our donation will be
released with immediacy for provision of necessities such as food,
clothing, mattresses and blankets,
while the remaining funds will go
towards rebuild efforts for critical
infrastructure such as schools and
clinics.”
Several of Sasol’s employees in
KwaZulu-Natal have also suffered
bereavements and damage to property. To support them, the company
has implemented a “special care
package”, which includes special
leave dispensation, salary advancement and leave encashment options
to provide immediate relief and
assistance.
Sibaya Community Casino and
Sibaya Community Trust Chairman
Vivian Reddy has urged more businesses to come together to offer

Nedbank, said they deliberately
chose to leverage the partnerships it
already has in place in the province
as a way of maximising the positive
practical impact of its financial support.

Resilience

Vivian Reddy (Chairman of Sibaya Community Trust)
humanitarian aid to the flood victims
as speedily as possible, backing the
call with a R2.5-million donation to
flood relief.
R500 000 went to the Gift of the
Givers Foundation, whom he said
were “on the ground working tirelessly and had full knowledge of the
extent of the disaster and the areas
most needing help”.
The other R2 million was directed
to the Premier’s Schools Project to
help assist in rebuilding and renovations for flood damaged schools.
“A rich person is poor if they do
not share their wealth to uplift the
less fortunate among us,” Reddy
said.
The Gift of the Givers was also the
beneficiary of a R1-million donation
from Sappi Southern Africa.
“We chose the Gift of the Givers,
because we have been continually
impressed by this organisation that
works so tirelessly in providing relief

to communities; not only when disaster strikes but consistently on an
ongoing basis”, said CEO Alex Thiel.
The company has also put systems
in place for personnel to contribute
towards two other local organisations – The Robin Hood Foundation
and The Angel Network - by dropping off items like non-perishable,
food, clothing, blankets at collection
points at their business units.
Sappi will also partner with the
authorities in the rebuilding of homes
and infrastructure in the province.
The Gift of the Givers was entrusted with a further R500 000 donation
from Nedbank via the bank’s main
corporate social investment arm,
the Nedbank Foundation. A further
R500 000 has been given to various
organisations and projects that are
working to rebuild education institutions and small enterprises.
Poovi Pillay, Executive Head for
Corporate Social Investment at

“The property damage, human
displacement, trauma and loss of
life caused by the floods in KZN is
undoubtedly a test of the resolve and
resilience of all those impacted by
the disaster. But it is also a reminder
of the spirit of Ubuntu that runs
through our nation, and that prompts
us all to come together in the face of
adversity, and act quickly and decisively to support each other to build
back stronger, together,” Pillay said.
Automaker Ford also lent its weight
to the disaster relief efforts with a a
$25 000 (R370 000) grant to the Gift
of the Givers via its philanthropic
arm, the Ford Motor Company Fund.
Neale Hill, President of Ford Motor
Company Africa said the grant was
being used to buy food parcels,
water, mattresses, blankets and care
packs.
Gift of the Givers will, in addition, provide dozens of food hampers to displaced Ford employees
in KwaZulu Natal. Ford is further
assisting dealerships in the affected areas directly through grocery
vouchers and fresh water - and has
provided vehicles to organisations
needing mobility to provide relief.
Other companies are helping with
in-kind assistance, with condition
monitoring specialists WearCheck
are offering free borehole and other
water testing, a vital service given

the fact that many residents are still
without access to safe drinking water
The offer is for the next three
months, until mid-July 2022, and
applies to any businesses and individuals who need to check whether
their water is safe for human consumption and general household
use.
Moses Lelaka, head of the company’s Water Testing division said
water samples can be dropped at
WearCheck’s lab in Westville, where
they will be processed to undergo
SANS 241 testing (drinking water
safety) for free. This offer is valid
for everyone in the affected areas,
regardless of whether they are an
existing WearCheck customer.
“Should you require sampling containers please call our office and
arrange for collection,” Lelaka said.
Tech giant Samsung has responded with a KZN Service Campaign
which includes free product cleaning
on all brands, including Samsung
and non-Samsung products, and
free product assessment and insurance notices on Samsung products.
It is also offering a discounted repair
service, including free labour and
discounted parts.
The campaign runs from 25 April
to 8 May 2022, with possible extensions based on demand. The service
will be made available at drop-off
points at Makro stores in Durban
North (Cornubia), Central Durban
(Springfield), and Durban South
(Amanzimtoti).
The products eligible for aid are
refrigerators, dishwashers, microwave ovens, washing machines,
washing machine dryers, TVs and
Enquiry no: 3
audio-visual products.

Is your business missing out on a fuel rebate?
W
HILE South African consumers brace themselves for
yet another period of fuel
price uncertainty, some businesses
may be missing out on fuel rebates
by not claiming. These rebates are
designed to indirectly benefit all consumers as it is targeted at our manufacturing sector from which we all
draw benefit.
That’s according to Gregory
Marks, an excise tax specialist and
the Business Transformation and
Development Manager at Turners
Shipping, who said rebates on diesel
purchases are available for primary

manufacturers involved in mining,
forestry, commercial fishing, and
farming, in addition to other qualifying manufacturing activities.
“Businesses can claim back a significant amount of the Fuel and Road
Accident Fund Levies from their eligible diesel purchases,” he said,
adding that while large companies
benefit from the rebates, there are
many small and medium enterprises
in this sector that do not.
“Some may be unaware of the
benefits, while others think the claiming process is too complicated and
don’t bother. This may change as

general input costs increase and
margins begin to tighten, or as the
increased cost is passed onto the
consumer who is already experiencing the crunch.
“We spend a lot of time advising
clients on the legislative compliance
around excise duties in the various
manufacturing sectors where there
is tax relief.”
Referring to this year’s budget
speech, Marks, a former Senior
Excise Manager at SARS, said that
this is the first time he can recall that
the tax rates of Excise Duty, Fuel
Levy and Road Accident Fund Levy,

which make up around 30%
of the fuel price, were not
increased.
“In these uncertain times
it could be argued that
Government could do more
to shield the consumer, but
we should also acknowledge
what Government does do
and how certain sectors can
draw benefit. These benefits will ultimately positively
impact on the consumer.
“While the qualifying criteria and
administration may be onerous, I
would urge businesses who qualify

to seek help with the claiming process as it has tremendous long term
Enquiry no: 4
benefits,” Marks said.

Alarming construction industry injury stats revealed

S

TATISTICS released by the
Federated Employers Mutual
Assurance Company (FEM)
show an alarming number of injuries
in the construction industry.
In line with the high injury statistics, FEM has launched a campaign
to raise awareness of construction
site injuries and get the industry
onboard and committed to reducing the unacceptably high accidents.
The campaign is branded as ‘ZERO
Is No Accident’.
On average, 36 people are injured
on construction sites daily. In total,
for the period 2015 to 2021, there
were 54 964 injuries requiring medical attention. Two of the major types
of injuries sustained on construction
sites were ‘falling to different levels’
and ‘struck by’. These are standard
statistical reporting categories used
to record and report incidents both
nationally and internationally.
Over the 2015 to 2021 period,
extracted as of March 2022, of the
54 964 injuries that required medical
attention, a total of 5 842 ‘falling to
different levels’ cases were recorded, and 18 165 ‘struck by’ cases,
accounting for 44% of all accidents
and 35% of fatal accidents.
In addition, the two incidents
accounted for 120 out of 243 peo-

ple becoming permanently disabled,
representing 5% of total disabilities
during that period. The medical costs
attributed to these two types of injuries totalled over R1 billion or 44%
of the total cost of injuries between
2015 and 2021.
Accidents in the industry continued
despite COVID-19 and its impact
on construction activity. In the 24
months to Dec 2021 12 317 acci-

dents were reported to FEM. the top
four accident categories were ‘struck
by’ with 4 032 incidents; ‘slip or
over-exertion’ with 1 743 accidents;
‘striking against’ with 1 484 accidents; and ‘motor vehicle accidents’
with 1 086 accidents. In addition,
1 046 work-related COVID-19 incidents were reported. This is however
deemed to be a temporary trend.
These figures, in most cases, align

with international trends, FEM said.
According to the statistics, in addition to the human impact and the
operational impact from a business
perspective, each accident on average cost R51 494 of workmen compensation benefits. The accident
cause with the highest average cost
was ‘contact with electric current’ at
R185 000 per injury average.
“We firmly believe that every accident is preventable, and that a construction industry with zero accidents
is achievable,” explained FEM CEO,
Ndivhuwo Manyonga.
“The figures relate only to employers who are insured by FEM, we
estimate that the FEM policyholders
employ around 50% of the formal
workforce within construction. The
actual number of accidents across
the entire industry is higher than
what is reported to FEM considering
that injuries are also likely to occur
in the informal construction sector,”
she added.
“The initiative seeks to educate,
influence and create advocacy
around health and safety (H&S) in
the industry. FEM regularly engages
with lives that are severely affected
by workplace safety. Whether it be a
loss of life, an injury, a claim or a settlement, lives are changed by these

events.”
FEM says the campaign will run for
12 months and will include throughthe-line marketing activities, all
aimed at raising awareness on the
risks of poor H&S compliance in the
industry and the impact on employees and construction workers. The
campaign initiative will culminate in
an educational road show that will
reach industry employees on the
ground and aim to foster positive
behavioural change.
Manyonga said training needs to
be intensified regarding H&S protocols and processes. “Employees
are required to hold their employers
accountable when these processes
are not adhered to, and vice versa.
Employers who are neglecting health
and safety processes can be reported to the Department of Employment
and Labour inspectors.
“Stringent measures also need to
be put in place to reduce the number
of injuries. This can be achieved by
creating a safe working environment
and ensuring that employees receive
proper training.”
“To lower the level of onsite accidents, employers must also ensure
that their workforce is constantly
trained on issues relating to H&S,”
Enquiry no: 5
she said.
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Appy days for SA software development

HE Samsung-Sponsored App Factory and
Future Innovation Software Development
programme has just received additional
investment, that will further fuel its large-scale
efforts to increase the number of experienced
software developers in the country.
Samsung South Africa has announced immediate and additional funding for this employment initiative for 2022, which is an essential part of its R280-million Equity Equivalent
Investment Programme (EEIP).
The aim is to assist graduates struggling to
find employment where their tertiary education
does not cover sufficient theory and practical
training.
Sponsored graduates will now be equipped
with expertise and knowledge that appeals to
potential employers, and in this way, the programme can make a meaningful difference in
South Africa’s ICT sector.
The Samsung sponsored AppFactory, in
partnership with Microsoft, is a nine-month
internship programme hosted by Tshimologong
Digital Precinct and the University of the
Western Cape.
Over the last two years, Samsung has

invested in 49 selected interns with an IT tertiary qualification that can work with a senior
developer to grow their skills. The sole responsibility of the senior developer is to focus fulltime on the growth of the interns by providing
the right mentorship and guiding them on realworld projects. \
The interns are exposed to high intensity
and fast-paced learning over the learnership
period, resulting in them gaining industry experience.

The Future Innovation Programme is targeting unemployed matriculants with an aptitude for software development. This six-month
internship programme provides disadvantaged
youth with software development and digital
social innovation expertise so that they too can
access the digital economy.
The outcome at the end of the programme
is a much better understanding of the digital
ecosystem and the potential paths of opportunity therein,
With a total investment in software development over 10 years of R94 million, the
programme provides a full scholarship to the
students that includes equipment, stipend and
tuition fees. To date, 311 unemployed youth
have participated in the R&D programme with
226 students already graduates, ready to take
their place in the local ICT sector where these
skills are highly sought-after. Importantly, the
programme has also attracted female graduates, who are an integral part of future growth
in the sector.
Lindiwe Mncwabe, who completing an internship at the Samsung App Factory is already
reaping the rewards. She now has a job at

BMW as a java developer.
Raised in Soweto, her references and experience of technology were limited until she was
accepted onto the programme.
“I would like to grow to be one of the most
sought-after women developers in the country
and in the future have my own technology
company. I now dream that I can one day hire
young black women and help them hone their
craft, for long-term success,” she said.
Hlubi Shivanda, Director: Business
Innovation Group and Corporate Affairs
at Samsung South Africa, said this interncentred approach enables the students to grow
their competence and sharpen their skills, and
serves as a solid foundation.
“Samsung is pleased to see how well our
education programmes such as the App
Factory, along with work placements are making a difference. We feel it is essential to continue to support these far-reaching initiatives.
With the right skills and opportunities, such
skilled interns can be part of driving local and
global growth while achieving personal successes,” Shivanda said.
Enquiry no: 6

Tech giant enters enterprise market
with line-up of office products

C

HINA-based tech heavyweight,
Huawei, has entered the enterprise
market with the announcement of a
line of new office products ranging from
notebook and desktop computers to monitors and printers.
The announcement was made by
Richard Yu, Huawei’s Executive Director,
Consumer BG CEO and Intelligent
Automotive Solution BU CEO, at a recent
launch event in China.
He said the company would use its hardware and software ecosystems as dual pillars, to support a growing range of versatile
office products that work seamlessly with a
wide range of smart devices, including laptops,
desktops, monitors, tablets, accessories and
wearables.
Target markets include government, education, healthcare, manufacturing, transportation,
finance and energy.
“Our consumer-oriented products have
drawn widespread acclaim over the past decade, due largely to their ground-breaking user
experience. Huawei will incorporate this premium consumer experience into its business
products, following three key principles: quality,
intelligence and reliability,” Yu said.
He added that Huawei believes enterprise
equipment is entering an era that will be dominated by Cloud and AI technologies, following
the 1.0 and 2.0 eras dominated by desktops
and multi-device convergence respectively.
The company, whose global smartphone

sales have slumped following a US imposed
trade and technology ban, hopes to leverage
its consumer electronics know-how to add new
value and innovation, with the ultimate goal of
building a high-quality, smart, and reliable platform to serve all government and enterprise
customer needs.
To this end, the company has launched a
full set of business products, solutions, and
service platforms, including the MateBook B
series for laptops, the MateStation B series for
desktops, the Display B series for monitors, the
MatePad C series for tablets and the B series
for printers, which make this vision accessible
to a wide range of customers.
Huawei Consumer Business Group (BG)
also unveiled a number of business solutions
tailored to governments and small-, medium-,
and large-sized enterprises, including paperless government office, smart classroom, com-

puter classroom, health and safety management for miners, health management
for drivers, and insurance interaction.
The next phase will see Huawei
Consumer BG invest more organisational
resources in the business field, to help governments and large-scale enterprises fully
digitalise their operations, and help smalland medium-sized enterprises to improve
quality and efficiency across the board.
Huawei said in a statement that it had
also provided “multi-layer data security
safeguards, to ensure airtight data transmission. The principle of ‘no disturbance,
no tracking and no leakage’ is strictly
adhered to with regard to privacy protection
and incorporated into every step of product
design and development”.
App permissions have been re-sorted, with
targeted controls available. Sensitive permissions related to private user data, such as call
logs, messages, outgoing calls, and device
information, have been cancelled. The access
scope for albums is strictly controlled, and the
permission can be granted on an image-byimage basis.
Huawei has also made a custom multiscreen collaboration solution available, which
allows customers to add file filtering and sharing controls.
The company said it had also built a dedicated service system for enterprise customers, which “far exceeds industry standards”.
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Joint action urgently
needed to counter
construction mafia

EARS of disruption by construction mafiY
as in the civil engineering sector are holding back South Africa’s recovery, and all par-

ties now need to throw their support behind
efforts to eradicate this criminal scourge.
That’s according to Lindie Fourie,
Operations Manager at the Bargaining
Council for the Civil Engineering Industry
(BCCEI), who said the problem of intimidation, extortion and violence on construction
sites had reached crisis levels.
“We are encouraged by President Cyril
Ramaphosa’s recent announcement of a
special police unit to deal with the construction mafia, but it will need all stakeholders to
give active support if this effort is to be successful,” said Fourie.
“The BCCEI has developed an action plan
to address the challenges in the civil engineering industry and we are reaching out to
other players to ensure our response is collaborative.”
Key aspects of the plan include working
with stakeholders to effectively prevent interference in projects, as well as reacting proactively to instances of interference, she says.
She commended the various government
bodies, industry associations and professional societies who have spoken out against the
construction mafia, and called on all players
to join hands in their responses.
“With our members being both employees
and employers, we have witnessed lives
being threatened, ransoms demanded and
people kidnapped as well as jobs lost when
these criminal elements target important civil
engineering projects – most of which are
state-funded,” she said.
“With government working hard on its economic reconstruction and recovery plan, the
country cannot afford its investments in infrastructure to be hijacked by local mafias.”
She said the delays and damage caused
are stalling government’s job creation efforts,
as infrastructure works are among the quickest ways to stimulate growth. With Treasury’s
budget under strain following years of low
growth and the COVID-19 pandemic, it cannot afford the cost of infrastructure to be
further raised by criminal intimidation of contractors.
“Government infrastructure projects all
include a range of constructive transformation measures, which are dutifully applied by
contractors who legally win these projects.
Mafias are undermining these worthy efforts
and derailing crucial improvements to our
roads, water, energy and other infrastructure
– and holding back government’s service
Enquiry no: 8
delivery.”
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KZN varsity’s lab-grown
chicken breakthrough

en breast prototype in only eight
months.
This effort is part of MOF’s participation in the global $15-million XPRIZE Feed the Next
Billion competition. In the threeyear competition, they are the
only semi-finalist from Africa pitDr Celia Snyman (left) and Professor Carola Niesler
ted against 30 other international
teams to produce a chicken or fish
TEM cell and skeletal muscle research alternative that outperforms conventional poulemerging from the laboratories of bio- try or fish meat production in terms of environtechnology researchers in the University mental sustainability, animal welfare, nutrition,
of KwaZulu-Natal’s (UKZN’s) School of Life and health, while meeting consumer taste and
Sciences (SLS) has played a key role in the texture preferences.
release of Africa’s first cultivated chicken meat.
Electing to work with chicken as the most
Using an advanced cell culture process, a widely eaten meat worldwide, and particularly
consortium known as MeatOurFuture (MOF) in Africa, the MOF group has met the competithat includes UKZN’s Professor Carola Niesler tion goal of developing their prototype and
and postdoctoral researcher Dr Celia Snyman is on track to compete late in 2022 when 10
with colleagues from Tshwane University of finalists will be selected. The resulting chicken
Technology (TUT), Cryowild and cellular food breast comprises real chicken muscle and fat
technology company Mogale Meat has applied cells blended with a mushroom matrix.
cultivated meat technology to develop a chick“This has been an amazing team effort,” said

S

Niesler, an Associate Professor
momentum towards technologicalof Biochemistry with more than
ly driven and sustainable sources
20 years’ experience in stem cell
of nutritious, sustainable animal
research and application.
protein to contribute to food secuSpearheaded by Dr Paul
rity and the alleviation of the enviBartels, the MOF group, a regronmental impacts of conventional
istered non-profit organisation
meat production. As part of its
and partnership mobilised cellremit, MOF aims to develop a
cultured meat production is using
framework for training scientists,
CryoWild’s BioBanking platform,
engineers and food technologists
UKZN SLS’s skeletal muscle and
to advance cell-cultured meat
fat stem cell biology expertise,
technologies for Africa.
TUT’s Biotechnology and Food
Aiming to make the product
Technology edible biomaterial
accessible throughout Africa as
chemistry expertise, and Mogale
the population and the demand for
Meat’s end-to-end technology
nutritious protein grows, the complatform.
pany is exploring unique producLab cultivated chicken
Snyman, who has extensive
tion plants that would allow meat
primary culture and stem cell
to be cultivated where people are.
knowledge has contributed sigCurrent challenges to cultivated
nificantly to the realisation of this cultivated meat production include reducing the cost of
chicken meat and plays a key role in mentoring manufacturing the meat at scale and navigatyoung scientists within Mogale Meat.
ing regulatory approval of this novel means of
Enquiry no: 9
The MOF efforts are part of the global production.

Asian imports boost Durban Car Terminal performance

E

NTRY-level cars imported from Asia
have increased the Durban Car
Terminal’s monthly targets by 34% at
the end of March.
That’s according to Acting Managing
Executive at the Durban Terminals Kwazi
Mabaso, who said the growing popularity of makes such as Suzuki, Haval and
Hyundai in South Africa has contributed to
the gradual automotive recovery following the

Strong financial
institutions can
help build strong
economies

I

By Thulani Vilakazi

T is no secret that we
live in extraordinary
times in South Africa.
No day goes by without
further revelations about
poverty and poorly managed institutions that
have blighted our country.
The daily suffering of
many South Africans
has manifested itself in xenophobic attacks
and civil unrest in the recent past. Who knows
what’s next if the current challenges that are
perpetuated by a non-inclusive economy and
limited access to financial services by the
majority of the citizens are not addressed once
and for all?
As the CEO of Ithala SOC Limited, I have
always maintained that strong institutions can
help to build strong inclusive economies. And
it is driven by this belief that I have dedicated
much of my life to working with other reputable
South African companies and organizations.
It is against this backdrop that, having spent
time in these institutions – and a significant
portion here at Ithala – that I realize the need
of encouraging and promoting a bank wholly
owned by the state.
I believe passionately in the role that financial services professionals and service providers play in making our economy efficient and
productive, and I’m determined to do what it
takes to ensure that Ithala continues to deliver
what the public rightly expects. I want Ithala
to be looked up to by all as a place with the
strongest governance, ethics, and values,
which can be seen in everything we do.
To provide context, we are a pioneer in
banking the unbanked in KwaZulu-Natal and
are striving to become a fully-fledged bank and
be recognized as a state bank. It is also important to highlight that we have been playing the
role of a state bank for over 21 years and have
done a pretty good job at that!
We have been providing access to financial
services and insurance to ordinary South
Africans who were excluded and continue to
have limited access to these services from
traditional players in the market.
Thulani Vilakazi
CEO of Ithala SOC Limited

delays and impact of COVID-19.
“When compared to last year this time,
transshipment volumes have also spiked
as the appetite for second-hand cars within
South Africa and neighbouring countries continues to grow,” Mabaso said, adding the the
terminal’s transshipments had grown 55%
year on year as at the end of March.
The National Association of Automotive
Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA)

F

IRST Cut, a South African provider
of cutting, welding and grinding consumables and equipment
recently
hosted a visit from the President and CEO
Global of German company Messer Cutting
Systems John Emholz to consolidate their
existing relationship, and discuss new possibilities.
In 2019 First Cut concluded an agreement
with Messer Cutting Systems, which is a
global supplier of cutting solutions for the metalworking industry, to take over the existing
South African distribution agency.
Emholz was joined by Martin Zeller, Division
Manager Sales and Axel Vogelsang, Area
Sales Manager Oxyfuel Business Unit, who
is also the main point of contact for First Cut
and their customers regarding Oxyfuel sales
and service.

had predicted a three-year recovery for the
industry, with the 2021/2022 financial year
marking the first year.
Mabaso said conditions were still unfavourable however, increasing volumes were building up stock levels on dealership floors.
“Our main focus is always to ensure that
there are no resource delays and for us to
avoid stack availability issues at all costs –
and we are doing just that as we anticipate

growing volumes.”
New makes, models and customers are
expected towards the end of the calendar
year and will further boost the automotive
industry recovery in South Africa, Mabaso
said.
For more details about the car terminal’s
record performance, see page 13.
Enquiry no: 10

Cutting edge collaboration

“The focus of this visit was largely at a
strategic level: to understand how to bring
in our cutting systems expertise, and look
at opportunities that we believed could be
leveraged, including discussing market leads
with First Cut for both the oxyfuel as well as
the equipment side of our business,” Emholz
said.
“We believe that we have a viable opportunity to leverage some of the South African market developments on a global basis. We have
a strong commitment to this market, and certainly this visit has clarified and strengthened
our understanding of the significant long-term
market potential in the South African market.”
Andrew Poole, Managing Director of First

Cut said the visit underlined Messer Cutting
System’s participation in their local distribution
and sales strategy development.
“This shows an invaluable and highly appreciated long-term commitment on their part.
Messer Cutting Systems is a large, global
organisation which has given us great flexibility in the local distribution of their products.
They have also been willing to share their
expert technology and knowledge.
“Having held joint discussions on how to
position ourselves in the South African market,
we have some very exciting new directions
unfolding. In this regard, our safety offering
has been very important.” Poole said.
Enquiry no: 11
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South Africa nearing a
‘landfill Day Zero’ disaster

S

OUTH Africa does not have any formal
statistics on its available landfill airspace,
but waste management industry experts
agree that it is rapidly filling up - and that the
country is on the verge of a crisis.
“We had pretty well-run facilities around the
year 2000, but our landfill sites are currently
in a terrible state; the worst they’ve been in
decades,” said Leon Grobbelaar, past president of the Institute of Waste Management of
Southern Africa (IWMSA).
“Until South Africa has a formal policy to
‘reduce, reuse and recycle, we will continue to
fill up our landfill air space at this frightening
rate.”
According to Grobbelaar, the problem is a

complex one with numerous contributing elements - but legislation isn’t one of them. He
said South Africa has some of the best waste
management legislation in the world.
“We incorporated knowledge from other successful countries into our legal framework,
which took the form of the local National
Environmental Management Waste Act,” he
said, adding that the real issue is that this legislation is not being enforced.
“The South African Waste Information
System, or SAWIS, is one example. Users
are supposed to submit reports on the tonnages of waste generated, recycled and
disposed of to that system, but they don’t
because they know there are no repercussions

July's unrest still
taking toll on KZN business

T

HE widespread looting and arson in
KwaZulu-Natal last year damaged business confidence in the province, leading to one of South Africa’s largest truck and
trailer building companies, Serco, starting this
year with its lowest order book since the global
financial crisis of 2008.
That’s according to CEO Clinton Holcroft,
who said 2021 had been a tough year for
business in KZN. “I believe the unrest took
the wind out of our company’s sails, evident in
that our usual end of year peak period failed
to materialise.
“I attribute this to a large extent to the loss
of business confidence and the extensive
property damage which resulted in many businesses not being able to resume trading by
the end of the year, if at all,” said Holcroft, who
is also President of the Durban Chapter of the
Entrepreneurs Organisation.

“Restoring confidence through introducing
and announcing steps to prevent a re-occurrence of the violence and theft should be a
priority for creating growth in KZN.”
He added that the invasion of Ukraine by
Russia was also likely to harm the economy
with increases in the price of fuel and raw
materials for some key components already
being seen.
“Price increases will put added pressure on
business and to some extent be passed on to
the already stretched consumer.”
Holcroft said there was a lot of uncertainty
about the year ahead in terms of business
prospects in the transport industry. Companies
that had delayed capital expenditure over the
last two years would experience mounting
pressure to replace older equipment, due to
higher maintenance and breakdown costs.
Enquiry no: 13

[for failing to do
so].”
Grobbelaar
warned that a lack
of future planning
will soon be one
of the major concerns that towns
and cities will
have to deal with.
“They are responsible for providing services for citizens to dispose of their waste, thus they are obligated to
develop additional landfills. However, municipalities in South Africa simply do not have the
means or capacity to do so.”
The last time the cities of Johannesburg and
Tshwane have licensed or constructed a new
landfill, was in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s,
Grobbelaar said, and now they are filling up at
an alarming rate.
“However, the licensing and construction
process for a new landfill typically takes three
to five years. followed by appeals and possible
legal processes. So, even if our major cities
opted to start this process tomorrow, we won’t
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have new facilities until approximately 2030.”
Though the problem may feel overwhelming,
individual actions can make a difference.
“First, we should all be very conscious of
what we put in our ‘black waste bag’. We
should have a two-bag system, with one for dry
items and the other for wet materials.”
Glass, tin, paper, and plastic (recyclables)
are among the items that should be put out
for our informal waste pickers - the so-called
‘trolley brigade’ - to recover. “The second
bag should be for ‘wet waste’. This includes
the waste we generate in the kitchen, such as
fruits, vegetable peels, and leftovers. It has the
potential to contaminate dry waste and has no
real market value.”
Grobbelaar urged consumers to also ensure
they don’t mix garden greens with domestic
waste, as garden greens can be shredded and
composted.
“If you are unsure of where you can dispose
of your recyclables, garden greens or builders rubble waste, you can contact the IWMSA
who will gladly assist and point you in the right
direction.”
Enquiry no: 12

Big Eskom maintenance
contract a jobs boon

S

TEINMÜLLER Africa, a specialist in the
design and maintenance of power plants,
has secured a four-year contract with
state-owned power utility Eskom.
The company will provide maintenance and
repair services for the Arnot, Camden, Duvha,
Kriel, Majuba, Hendrina, Kendal, and Kusile
Power Stations. This contract will retain 600
jobs and create approximately 2 400 new jobs.
Director Moso Bolofo said they had successfully bid against several local and international
companies. “Steinmüller Africa is immensely
pleased to have secured business with its largest customer. We have proven our expertise
by fulfilling Eskom’s stringent requirements,”
he said.
Thirty percent of the contract value will support local businesses through sub-contraction.
The company aims to empower EMEs, QSEs,
Youth- and Disabled-owned businesses
through the support of their services, including accommodation, transport, and other consumables.
The bulk of Steinmüller Africa’s services will
be carried out at the eight power station sites,
with fabrication of some components at its 30
000 m2 Pretoria based facility.

The company offers comprehensive expertise for boiler pressure parts, high temperature
and pressure steam pipes, as well as in heat
exchangers. plants. Services include automated welding, pipe bending, pipe and tube
manipulation, plant lifetime extension plans,
and project management services.
Steinmüller Africa has been Eskom’s service
provider of choice for the maintenance and
servicing of its power plants for almost 60
years.
Enquiry no: 14

MerSETA accreditation for
forklift firm

F
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•
•
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www.rocla.co.za

for our nationwide branches

ORKLIFT distributor, Masslift Africa,
recently obtaining accreditation as a skills
development provider from MerSETA.
MerSETA – the Manufacturing, Engineering
and Related Services Sector Education and
Training Authority – approved Masslift Africa's
application in March 2022 following a vetting
and screening process.
The company’s National
Technical Training Manager
Gordon Symons said obtaining the accreditation was
the first step in fulfilling their
plans of establishing a fully
accredited training centre for
forklift technicians.
"This speaks directly to
our apprentice and technician skills development programme addressing knowledge and skills gaps relevant
to our specialised industry," Symons said.
"The accreditation allows us to upskill our
future technicians through our apprenticeship
programme. Over the four-year programme,
they are not only taught a trade, but they gain
a deeper understanding of our products, and
importantly our culture."
The application process included the
requirement for Masslift Africa to demonstrate
sustainability and establish a compliant facility
equipped with the required tools and machinery. In addition, facilitators, assessors, and
moderators must be registered practitioners.
MerSETA also requires that Masslift Africa
develop a good quality management system
including foundational processes and procedures and develop related learning materials
that meet the required outcomes.
As a result, the company could implement an accredited internal workplace skills
programme and award a qualification to its
employees or external parties. Through the
registered and formal skills programmes and

qualifications, learners would gain credits promoting lifelong learning.
Chief Operations Officer Shaun Collins
(pictured) said customers would ultimately
benefit from this development as they will
now receive expert service from accredited
Masslift technicians.
The company also intends
to be Transport Education
Training Authority accredited,
which would open the door for
forklift operator training and
certification. This would give
Masslift Africa the advantage
of supplying not only the rented equipment but also a service to ensure the operators
are legally compliant.
"We take our commitment
to empowering our employees
seriously and, in doing so, we
ensure customers receive the quality service
they have come to expect from us," said
Collins. "As an accredited skills development
provider, Masslift Africa will provide access
to high-quality training opportunities geared
towards personal empowerment and professional advancement."
The company is in the process of applying
for advanced training certifications, including
workplace approval from merSETA, which
would allow the organisation to recruit apprentices and employ them and fulfil the workplace
exposure component of the apprenticeship.
“We are also waiting for a formal audit from
the National Artisan Moderation Body, which
accredits us to conduct formal module trades
training related to apprenticeships," Collins
said.
Masslift
Africa
has
branches
in
Johannesburg, Durban, Cape Town, Gqebera
and Mbombela, with a sub-dealer network
across the Southern African region.
Enquiry no: 15
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Time for businesses to reimagine the
structure and value of supply chains
A

By Zak Sivalingum

PART from the obvious turnover pressures that Covid-19
and the global lockdowns
placed on businesses around the
world, the crisis also revealed
some concerning weaknesses, or
instabilities, in many organisations’ supply chains.
Depending on the nature of
the business, these issues range
from instability of the actual supplier base, to challenges around
sustainable production and distribution. In many cases, businesses
faced something of a double whammy, with supplier and production/distribution problems creating massive
challenges.
For many companies, these supply chain challenges were further
exacerbated by technology failures
or shortcomings, as IT infrastructure
buckled under the additional and
unexpected strain of remote working arrangements and very suddenly
digitised operating and consumer
environments.
Even as it appears that the world
is gradually emerging from under the
full weight of the pandemic, these
global supply chain challenges are
likely to continue for some time to
come – particularly given the logistics backlogs that will probably take
many months, or even years, to
resolve.

T h e only
suitable
response to these long-term
challenges is for business
leaders to review their supply chains comprehensively and critically and,
where
necessary,
reimagine them from
the ground up. Many
organisations have
already undertaken
this type of review,
but for most this
took place at
a time when Covid-19 lockdowns
demanded an emergency response
aimed at the short-term survival of
the businesses.
Today, the scenario is quite different, and the re-evaluation of supply
chains needs to focus less on survival and more on ensuring they have
the stability and resilience to inform
the long-term sustainability, profitability, and growth of the business.
This demands that business executives expand their understanding of
supply chains in general, adopting
much more of a holistic, an end-toend perspective and making sure
that there is a robust, scenariobased framework in place for managing and, when necessary, mitigating supply chain risk.
Key to such supply chain risk management is the more deliberate and
comprehensive integration of supply
chain finance, including even closer

working relationships with banks and
other funding providers to ensure
that they have a full view of the
organisation’s transforming supply
chain, and can engineer innovative
solutions to provide the working capital required when any of the strategy
or environmental scenarios play out
in the future.

Focus shift
In today’s (and tomorrow’s) business environment, stable supply
chains also require a shift in focus
from the prioritisation of inventory
over all else. The pandemic demonstrated the importance of a more
balanced, or even balance sheet,
approach to supply chain optimisation, with payables and receivables
enjoying equal weighting as stock
levels to ensure working capital levels remain buoyant if challenging
times arrive.
It’s also imperative that supply
chain managers get into the habit of
looking further than just their immediate supplier base as part of their
resilience building strategy. Having a
geographically diverse supplier base
may have been enough to ensure
the required level of supply security
before Covid-19, but future supply
chain efficiency could be hamstrung
by concentration risks outside of
their immediate structure. The savvy
supply chain manager is one who

understands this and ensures visibility far beyond their own chains.
The combination of rapid digitisation and advances in data analytics
also offer a useful way of securing
this broader supply chain visibility,
and it is also delivering other benefits
to businesses, thanks to prioritisation
of digital journeys by financial institutions. The knock-on effect of this
rapid financial services digitisation
will ultimately be the transformation
of traditional trade finance, which will
allow organisations to better align
their funding options to align with
their more digital operations, and
also leverage advances in funding
mechanisms to capitalise on opportunities to enhance the sustainability
of their supply chains.
Lastly, the effective supply chain
of tomorrow will be one that is far
better at balancing the once holy
grail of cost containment with greater
reliability and increased speed. For
many FNB clients, this has involved
looking closer to home, where possible, for suppliers that can meet their
needs. Many have on-shored some,
or all, of their production inputs,
effectively negating any possible
impact of logistics bottlenecks on
their inventory levels going forward.
While this can be a slightly more
expensive option, the benefits for
many of these businesses far outweigh the cost implications.
For those businesses that are una-

ble to onshore their supply chains,
there is still some light at the end
of the backlog tunnel. The logistics
crisis brought about by Covid-19 has
resulted in long-overdue out-the-box
thinking by freight solutions providers, with many expanding their offerings and others undergoing significant consolidation - resulting in the
emergence of one-stop-shop freight
solutions with the ability to circumvent future distribution challenges
using alternative modes of transport.
All things considered, supply
chains have become a make-orbreak component of the vast majority
of businesses, presenting a significant risk if not structured and managed correctly, or a massive store
of potential value if they are stable,
agile and resilient. What’s more, the
effective supply chain is also an
invaluable contributor to economic
growth, particularly if part, or all, of it
comprises local or national suppliers.
All of which means that supply chain
optimisation is not just a business
imperative, it’s a socio-economic
responsibility.
The more stable and sustainable
supply chains South African companies have, the healthier SA Inc
becomes. And a healthy and growing national economy is arguably the
most valuable asset any business
can have.
Zak Sivalingum is Regional Director at
FNB Commercial.

How systems and standards support sustainability

T

HERE is compelling evidence
that management systems
based on specific ISO standards can yield tangible results in
delivering sustainability goals.
That’s according to Oliver Naidoo,
Managing Director at JC Auditors,
who said the implementation of
such systems is an important driver
of road transport safety.
“We have significant gaps when it
comes to safety on our roads,” said
Naidoo, indicating it was not only
imperative to introduce systems to
improve safety, but also to reduce
the loss of life.
Addressing the Transport Forum
recently, Naidoo said businesses
used systems and processes to
realise their sustainability goals – of
which road safety is a part. “There
are varying degrees of complexity,
formality and efficiency of these
systems, based on the context of
the operating environment.”
The adoption of the RTMS standard by the heavy vehicle sector has
yielded notable benefits including
overload reduction, improved vehicle safety, greater focus on driver
health and wellness and perhaps
most significantly, a reduction in
accidents and incidents.
In addition to RTMS adoption
by fleet operators, ISO certification
is also being increasingly implemented by those who wish to demonstrate their progressive quality,
environmental and occupational
safety performance.

ISO certification is a common
contractual obligation or mandatory
requirement for a request for quotations (RFQs).
“ISO 9001 for example is now
a widely accepted entry-level
requirement in certain sectors,”
said Naidoo. “These certifications
provide comfort to the corporates
that they are utilising reputable
and professional partners, thereby
extending their own high governance standards and protecting their
brand.”
Claes Tingvall, Adjunct Professor
at the Chalmers University of
Technology in Sweden, and an
expert in vehicle engineering and
autonomous systems, said calls for
improving road safety are on the
rise.
The United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) contain two global targets on road
safety: one to halve the number of
global deaths and injuries from road
traffic crashes and the second to
improve road safety in the provision
of access to transport systems.
“The goal is by 2030, to provide
safe, affordable, accessible and
sustainable transport systems for
all, improving road safety, notably
by expanding public transport.”
Furthermore, said Tingvall, companies are encouraged to adopt
sustainable practices and to integrate sustainability information into
their reporting cycle. “Elimination of
deaths and serious injuries in road

traffic is essential to many other
sustainability goals in very direct
and clear ways. Road traffic safety
can no longer develop in isolation.”
According to Tingvall, SDGs have
been widely endorsed and their
achievement accepted by governments, corporations, and civil society. He said road safety must be
prioritised by the public and private
sectors following a safe system
approach in all decisions - regardless of the size of an organisation.
Dr Paul Nordengen, Director
at Heavy Vehicle Transport
Technology Africa and a member of
the Smart Truck National Steering
Committee, said adherence to road
transport and ISO management
systems have proven beneficial to
many organisations in the transport
sector.
An advocate of PerformanceBased Standards or PBS, which
promotes safer, greener and efficient heavy vehicles in South Africa
that was first launched in 2007,
where heavy vehicles are designed
according to how they perform
against a set of safety standards.

Many benefits
“We have seen many benefits
including improved safety performance, transport productivity,
reduced road wear per tonne kilometre, reduced carbon emissions
and vehicle trips, all of which has
an overwhelming positive impact on

the supply chain and ultimately the
economy,” said Nordengen.
Benefits have also been seen
by companies that have adopted
the Road Transport Management
System (RTMS), an industry-led
self-regulation initiative. Addressing
key challenges such as overloading, speeding, reckless driving and
vehicle maintenance, the implementation of this management system has led to improved safety,
reduced costs, and greater efficiencies.
According to Dr Christopher
de Saxe from the Centre for
Sustainable Road Freight at the
University of Cambridge in the
United Kingdom, whilst trucks provide a vital service to the economy,
reducing the carbon footprint of
heavy vehicle transport is a critical
component of reaching sustainability goals.
At present, however, they pose a
difficult decarbonisation challenge.
“Decarbonisation is a global necessity,” De Saxe said. “At present,
road freight accounts for around
50% of South Africa’s transport
emissions. Solutions are, however,
available, especially in the short
term, which can make a difference.
These include green tyres, which
can ensure savings of up to 10%.”
Another option, he said, is the use
of high-capacity vehicles (HCVs) or
PBS vehicles to transport bulk commodities such as coal.
Enquiry no: 16

New transport boss for
top consulting firm
ONSULTING engineering and
C
infrastructure advisory firm Zutari
has appointed Vishaal Lutchman (pic-

tured) as its new Managing Director of
Transport.
He joins from the South African
Institution of Civil Engineering (SAICE),
where he was CEO since 2020.
“Vishaal has always had a passion for
civil engineering, with a particular focus
on building strategic teams, mentoring,
training, and developing young engineers,” said Zutari CEO Teddy Daka.
“He has played a key role in its
advancement by providing innovative
solutions for professional career growth,
advocating for the protection of the profession and reconnecting infrastructure
stakeholders, and leveraging such relationships towards a common development agenda.”
Before his role at SAICE, Lutchman
– a professional engineer with over
22 years’ experience – was Director
of the maritime, aviation and rail business at WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff.
Prior to that, he spent five years with
RoyalHaskoningDHV as Director of the
Maritime and Freight Advisory group.
Enquiry no: 17
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Innovative approach to tank farm development
W
HILE
the
‘Go
Green’
and
’De-fossilisation’ drives are in high
gear worldwide, Nithesh Mohun,
Senior Sales Engineer at Thyssenkrupp Uhde
believes the immediate need for fuel resources
in Africa, including South Africa, still requires
the storage and distribution of liquid fuel.
“First-world countries are moving away from
fossils fuels and adopting green technologies
and renewable alternatives quite fast, but the
scenario in Africa is different,” Mohun said.
“While green initiatives are underway in
Africa, the immediate need for liquid fuels,
driven largely by population growth and industrialization, is expected to continue for some
time. This growing demand, combined with
an expected increase in imported refined fuel,
dictates the need for more independent storage facilities.”
He pointed to the direct correlation between
growing populations and an increased need
and demand for water, energy, infrastructure,
agriculture, and transport.
“Tank farms are essential components in
the value chain. They present safe bulk liquid storage solutions and allow for distribution of the large volumes of liquid fuel that’s
required to power passenger and commercial
vehicles, machinery and equipment. We see
great potential for our tank farm solutions in
many African countries with growing populations and industrialisation including South
Africa, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, and
Tanzania.”
He said it was probable that African would
experience an increase in refined fuel imports.

C

“This shift can be attributed to the fact that we
are seeing ever stricter environmental legislation and ageing infrastructure of refineries in
South Africa and the rest of Africa.
“Furthermore, imported fuel is produced
in larger technologically advanced overseas
refineries at lower costs and smaller environmental footprints. This makes it a much more
attractive option.”
It follows that an increase in refined fuel
imports will in turn drive interest in storage and
distribution from smaller independent market
players.
“As these players do not have access to
funding when compared to large companies,

they need an option that will enable them to
determine the project viability of fuel storage
facilities. This will give them the ability to move
forward without a high upfront investment
cost,” Mohun said.

Innovative
Recognizing that this sector not only needs
but is also ready for a cost effective, efficient
solution, Thyssenkrupp Uhde took an innovative approach in the development of its tank
farms.
“We revisited our standard engineering
expertise to be able to deliver an optimized

holistic offering to customers,” said the company’s Proposals Engineer, Yurisha Singh.
“By developing an automated standardized
tool, we are able to rapidly deliver Front
End Loading (FEL) to our traditional EPC
(Engineering, Procurement and Construction)
portfolio.”
In the pre-feasibility (FEL 1) and feasibility
(FEL 2) phases, Thyssenkrupp Uhde delivers a tariff target-based tank farm solution to
ensure customer competitiveness.
“Our focus is on reducing the engineering
time and effort required to develop a product
so that we can get it deployed as quickly as
possible, all to the ultimate benefit of the customer,” said Singh.
“Owing to our smart engineering, customers
will be able to determine a basic design as well
as a costing of their tank farms without large
upfront investment costs. Another added value
is that because it is automated, the design can
be done quickly.”
Although the Liquid Fuel Storage Tool is a
new offering, Singh stressed that it is based
on the company’s experience in numerous
successfully executed fuel projects and uses
industry standards and incorporates technical
expertise gathered from experienced industry
specialists.
“We have numerous references for blue-chip
fuel projects. In addition to the successful execution of many refinery projects for several of
the country’s leading refineries, Thyssenkrupp
Uhde’s South African team has also completed
large terminal and pipeline projects.”
Enquiry no: 18

When handling heavy loads is key

RITERION Equipment’s range of TCM
forklift trucks comprises robust machines
for handling goods in all sectors, including heavy-duty applications.
That’s according to Managing Director
Brenton Kemp, who said TCM heavy-duty
FD160-2, FD180-2, FD200-2 and FD230-2
machines, with capacities up to 23 ton, have
been designed for high power, easy maneuverability and enhanced safety.
“We have many heavy-duty TCM forklifts
currently in use in various industries around
the country, that cope safely and efficiently
with loads between 16 and 18 tons,” he said.
Criterion Equipment is the exclusive distributor
in southern Africa of the TCM range.”
He said the heavy-duty range is used mostly
in mining and related functions, as well as
in general port yards and for moving heavy
equipment and tooling during manufacturing.
“These flexible machines have also been well
received locally for use in heavy-duty logistics
applications, container yards and in warehousing and storage facilities.
“Advantages of using a heavy-duty forklift to

handle heavy loads, rather than the investment
in overhead or mobile cranes, include the efficient total cost of ownership over the economic
useful life of the forklift and greater flexibility in
terms of application and ease of mobility. An
important benefit of using forklifts over other
equipment is these machines are easily transportable to other locations.”
The most popular units in the TCM heavyduty forklift range (FD160-2, FD180-2) have a

900 mm load centre, a maximum fork height of
3 000 mm and a mask tilt angle of 6⁰ forward
and 12⁰ backward.
The high power, internal combustion 6BG1T
diesel engine (125 kW.2 200 r.p.m) meets
emission levels required in Tier 2 emission
control standards.
FD180-2 machines have a drawbar pull of
119 kN (12 100 kgf) at full load and gradeability with load at 1,6 km/h of 20% (11,3⁰) slope.
TCM heavy-duty-forklifts have a threespeed automatic powershift transmission for
easy control of the machine. Features include
a finger touch shift lever, interchangeable easy
drive selections between power modes, a dial
switch to control the safest travel speed and
a combined type switch lever for turning and
light signals. Fully hydrostatic power steering
enables precise control of the machine.
Kemp said safety has been critical in the
design of this series. Notable features for
improved visibility include a cabin with a newly
designed counterweight and no front or rear
pillars, as well as a soft touch electric parking
Enquiry no: 19
brake for added security.

Ultrasonic level
sensors for rail
applications

ROM regional short line freight service to
F
coast-to-coast passenger trains, railroads
around the world depend on diesel power.

That’s according to Instrotech, South African
distributors of the Senix Ultrasonic CHEM
10 Level Sensor, which detects fuel level in
diesel-electric locomotive fuel tanks
“With increasing investments in new technology diesel engines and repowering and
replacement of existing engines, railroads
are poised for achieving greater service and
efficiency goals,” the company said in a statement.
“Diesel power is proven technology and provides efficiency, durability reliability and now
near-zero emissions, and diesel has long been
the technology of choice for moving people
and goods by rail.”
Instrotech singled out Canada-based TMV
Control Systems as one of the companies
driving innovation in this field. It uses the
Senix Ultrasonic CHEM 10 Level Sensor to
detect fuel level in diesel-electric locomotive
fuel tanks.
“TMV had the expertise to calculate fuel
level based on the dimensions of the fuel tank,
but we needed something that could accurately measure the level or height of fuel.”
It explored options such as using flow rate to
measure fuel level, but experienced difficulties
due to vibration, alternating weather, temperature conditions and inclines.
“The Senix ultrasonic sensor can endure all
those and still give accurate readings. TMV
Controls has selected the ToughSonic CHEM
10 due to its accuracy, ruggedness, dependability.”
The CHEM 10 is made of PVDV, the transducer is protected by a layer of PVDF, the PUR
jacketed cable and electronics are potted and
protected, and all ToughSonic sensors have
an IP68 rating.
“Flow Rates are notoriously inaccurate
because fuel is pumps out of the tank, but a
return line pumps some back in. The incoming
and outgoing fuels tend to be at different temperatures so flow rate sensors can measure
more fuel going back in the tank.
“Even small errors keep adding up.
Calculating the dimensions of the tank with the
readings from the Senix ToughSonic CHEM 10
ultrasonic sensor is much more accurate.”
Senix measures, records, and displays fuel
level using the Senix sensor. Senix also measure kilowatt hours. Using these two measurements, railroads can determine the efficiency
of locomotives and their engines. Enquiry no: 20
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Bolt security for the railways sector

OLT security is essential for optimum
safety in all industries, particularly in the
railway sector, where demands on rail
lines and train components are under increasing pressure, as trains and railway networks
become more sophisticated.
That’s according to Wean Marais, National
Product Manager - Nord-Lock Group,
Fasteners Division, BMG, who said bolt loosening anywhere on railway infrastructure and
rolling stock can be costly and even fatal if a
train is in motion.
“It is critical to ensure that the selected bolt
securing product holds firmly, despite a train’s
high-speed travel when carriages are under
constant vibration and strain,” he said.
“BMG’s Nord-Lock bolt securing system is
based on advanced wedge-locking technology,
designed to safely secure bolted joints that are
exposed to severe vibration and dynamic loads
in extreme conditions.”
He said the Nord-Lock X series ensures
there is no bolt loosening in safety-critical areas
of railway bogies, coupling devices, brake
systems, rail dampers and housings. “These
robust washers provide maximum security for
critical bolted joints that are exposed to bolt
loosening and slacking – ensuring they remain
secure, no matter how fast the train is travelling.
“The Nord-Lock bolt securing system
improves personal safety, reduces the risk of
lost production or material damage due to bolt
failure and also lowers maintenance requirements.”
Marais cited the example of BMG customer,
Wam Metals, a manufacturer and supplier of
non-ferrous and ferrous components, which
works closely with the rail freight sector, servicing local and international markets.

“The solution to previous problems of the
loosening of bolts was to replace locking
plates with Stainless Steel NordLock washers,” he said.
“We recommend the use of
NLX10, NL10ss and NL12ss
on various components, including signal bonds, contact splices
and rail and mast bonds. The use
of Nord-Lock washers on the contact
splices means there is no need to re-tighten components at a later stage, which means
fewer hook-up incidents, reduced maintenance
requirements and minimal downtime.”
He said extensive testing indicated that
X-series washers had performed to required
specifications in arduous conditions, with no
slip occurring. To date, no incidents have
been reported regarding hook-ups caused by
contact splices that are fitted with Nord-Lock
washers.
“The multi-functional design of the Nord-Lock

X-series offers the highest security against
spontaneous bolt loosening and slackening
- even at the highest levels of vibration
caused by rail traffic, which normally
put bolted joints at risk.”
This wedge-locking construction,
added Marais, prevents spontaneous bolt loosening and is
enhanced by an integrated springeffect that compensates for the
loss of preload due to slackening.
The Nord-Lock X-series, which is
quick and easy to install and remove
with standard tools, has been certified for quality and safety by TŰV, a leading international
institute in quality and safety certification.
Each washer pair has cams on one side and
radial teeth on the opposite side to secure the
bolted joint with tension, rather than friction.
The conical shape of these washers creates
an elastic reserve in the bolted joint to compensate for the loss of preload and prevents

slackening.
On tightening the fastener, the washers
flatten and the serrations engage the contact
surfaces. Since the cam angle ‘α’ is greater
than the thread pitch ‘β’, the wedge-locking
effect will prevent any rotation of the fastener.
Directly after tightening, the joint settles and
the fastener sinks into the surface material. The washers immediately deflect and the
spring-effect counteracts the slackening movement of the bolt, thereby preventing loss of
preload of the joint.
These multiple functions continuously act on
the bolted joint to maintain preload and prevent spontaneous bolt loosening, providing an
effective solution for vibration, dynamic loads,
settlement and relaxation.
BMG offers a technical advisory service to
determine the dimensions and load conditions
of existing or required bolted joints.
Enquiry no: 21

Versatile solutions.

Electric forklifts
in demand as
materials handling
goes green

T

HE growth in demand for electric forklifts, as well as the uptick in the economy, are key drivers of the forklift market,
according to Victor Nemukul, MD of Shumani
Industrial Equipment, the largest black-owned
and managed industrial equipment supplier in
South Africa.
He said the spike in demand is not necessarily due to buoyant commodity prices,
but the result of unspent capital during the
2020 COVID-19 lockdown period now being
released onto the market.
“The future of the forklift industry is electric.
We are already seeing a gradual move away
from internal combustion engines. Over time,
only electric forklifts will operate across the
breadth of the economy.”
Nemukula said this is because electric
forklifts represent a greener, cleaner, and
safer energy source. Over their lifespan these
forklifts are also far more cost-effective to
operate.
“Shumani’s focus is more on improving customer satisfaction using available technology.
Communication between technicians on-site
and back-office staff is integral to ensure a
seamless response to customer queries and
any breakdown issues.”
Shumani is an appointed dealer for all
Goscor Group companies that import industrial equipment for the South African market. It
supplies equipment across the breadth of the
industrial and construction sectors.
Brands on offer include brands like Bendi,
Crown, Kalmar, and Doosan in the forklift market. Construction equipment brands include
Bobcat, Sany, HPower, Weima, Luthian, Ozen
and Sullair. In the cleaning equipment market
segment, Shumani offers Tennant, Genie,
Enquiry no: 22
Sentinel and HighPoint.
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Sustainable water resource
management calls for smart solutions
W
ITH climate change placing
ever-increasing pressure on
existing surface water users
across Africa, groundwater offers
a resilient solution says Neeren
Govender (pictured), Client Director,
Water, at consulting engineering and
infrastructure advisory firm Zutari.
He believes future-proofing water
infrastructure in partnership with governments and communities is essential to ensure that water solutions are
practical from a local context.
As a civil engineer with over 20
years’ experience in the water industry, Govender’s career spans a range
of multidisciplinary water related
projects, from inception through to
master-planning, design and construction supervision and ultimately
commissioning and operations. “The
reason I am so passionate about this
sector is the impact that we have on
the communities we work with and
the tangible difference we make on
their quality of life.”
Through legacy companies such
as Africon and Ninham Shand, Zutari
has a track record of almost 90 years
in the water sector. This includes
the Lesotho Highlands Water Project
(LHWP), originally conceived by
legacy company Ninham Shand in
the 1950s. The firm was involved in
the feasibility studies undertaken in

I

the 1970s and in the
design and construction
of Phase I in the 1980s
and 1990s. Zutari is currently involved in the
design of the infrastructure for Phase ll of the
LHWP, which remains
the largest water transfer scheme in Africa.
Zutari’s water services
straddles market sectors
ranging from transport,
energy and health to education, property development and manufacturing.
A large part of its work lies in the government sector, from municipalities to
local, provincial and national authorities and also public and private water
utilities. Its scope extends into Africa
and the Middle East, where it is delivering key water-related projects.

Iconic projects
The company has been involved
in various iconic water infrastructure solutions across the continent,
including the Berg River Dam, the
Lower Thukela Bulk Water Supply
Scheme, the Olifants River Water
Resources Development Scheme,
the Mokolo Crocodile Water Scheme,
the Maguga Dam in Eswatini, the
Kashimbila Multipurpose Dam and

Hydropower Scheme in
Nigeria, the Shire River
Basin
Management
Programme in Malawi,
the Water Security and
Climate
Resilience
Project in Kenya and
the Nile Basin Initiative
– Pilot Application of
the Nile Basin Decision
Support System.
In terms of its capabilities and expertise,
Zutari’s focus includes water resources planning and management, ranging from urban areas to multi-basin
studies and also includes large dam
and hydropower projects.
Another speciality is bulk conveyance, collection and distribution for
water waste- and stormwater in particular. On the treatment side, it is
able to offer advanced process technologies for reuse and desalination,
as well as for dirty or industrial water
and biosolids treatment.
On the advisory side, Zutari offers
climate change and sustainability
solutions which is a key focus for the
water sector across Africa.
“This definitely gives us a leading edge in the market. From an
African perspective, we not only have
an extensive network of offices and
resources, but partners in various

countries as well,” said Govender.
“It ensures we have a broad team
of multidisciplinary water specialists
that can apply their local knowledge
and technical expertise on a range
of projects throughout the continent.”
Large portions of Africa vary from
arid to semi-arid which is solely
dependent on groundwater for their
livelihood and economic vitality. “As
the population and economy of these
regions grow, there will be a need to
advocate and promote the sustainable management and protection of
this finite resource. The ability to use
and re-use this valuable resource
as part of circular economy is key
to ensuring the livelihood of future
generations.”

Smart infrastructure
Govender said the impact of smart
infrastructure on the water sector
had led the company to develop
cutting-edge digital capabilities that
embrace the Internet of Things and
Industry 4.0. It has major experience
in working with the latest industrial
automation and instrumentation technologies, which it deploys for infrastructure performance improvement
and real-time visibility.
It has also developed innovative
data-mining tools for advanced ana-

lytics to assist clients with strategic
decision-making and long-term planning.
A trend is applying the operational
Digital Twin concept to water infrastructure. For example, if a water
system needs to be improved, the
impact of any changes can be visualised in the digital replica to best
optimise the process and carry any
lessons or insights through to the
real world.
Zutari has developed energy
recovery tools that can assist water
utilities to not only optimise their
energy consumption, but also evaluate the feasibility of waste-to-energy
projects, where the energy potential
of wastewater can be converted into
biogas, for example.
Burgeoning urban populations
and uncertainty surrounding climate
change represents a significant challenge for the water sector.
“Water is the source of life, the
most widely-used resource, and a
commodity with intrinsic value. Our
collective future depends on its sustainable use and preserving water
resources. As water stewards, we
need to focus on smart, sustainable and resilient water infrastructure
solutions,” Govender said.
Enquiry no: 23

Plastics body honours SA “water warriors”

NDUSTRY umbrella body,
Plastics SA, used the recent
National Water Week to recognize the commitment and dedication of the country’s “water
warriors” by awarding the annual
Caroline Reid Awards for CleanUp Champions of the Year.
“We launched the Caroline Reid
Award in 2019 in memory of a fearless and passionate conservation
warrior who was also a very dear
friend of the industry,” said Douw
Steyn, Sustainability Director at
Plastics SA, adding that Reid died

in 2018 after an accident.
“We wanted to ensure her memory and passion live on with these
awards that recognise and reward
greatness by an individual in the
field of inland, waterways and
marine and coastal clean-ups.”
The recipients of the 2022
Caroline Reid Awards are:
Durban Clean Corridors provides solutions and support for
cleaning of natural environments,
ensuring that waste is recycled,
repurposed or removed and that
communities within these areas

BACK-UP WATER

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
Don’t let water cuts, shortages or
infrastructure
damage or maintenance put your
operation on hold.
SBS tanks are suited for back-up,
potable, rainwater harvested and
process water storage.
• Wide capacity range from 7000 –
4.4 million litres
• Modular design, quick installation
on limited footprint
• SANS 10160, ISO 9001:2015 & ISO
45001: 2018 compliant
• BBEEE Level 2

are significantly involved. Siphiwe
Rakgabale is the coordinator of
these clean-ups and is also the litter
booms coordinator of the Umgeni and
Uhlanga litterbooms. He ensures that
waste collected from these litterbooms
is removed and sorted for recycling.
Safripol has been a long-standing
supporter of Plastics SA’s annual
Clean-up and Recycle SA Week and
is also a signatory of Operation Clean
Sweep. They sponsor the Durban
Green Corridor Clean-ups and litterbooms on the Umgeni River and also
actively promote recycling and education in order to keep litter out of the
environment.
Sulandi van den Heever is described
as a true West Coaster who has taken
it upon herself to coordinate the cleanups in the Lambert’s Bay area for the
last decade.
The Glencairn Education &
Environmental Support Enthusiasts
(GEESE), headed up by Cilla Bromley,
has been organising clean-ups in the
Glencairn and Simon’s Town areas for
more than a decade.
The Izame Zabantu Nature Helpers
are dedicated to removing the pollution that flows via the Black River, into
the canals in Paarden Island in Cape
Town. This small, but dedicated group
of eco-warriors have already filled tens
of thousands of bags with waste they
have removed.
The Birdwatching fraternity is
a dedicated group of supporters of

Douw Steyn, Plastics SA's
Sustainability Director (left) with
Siphiwe Rakgabale (right) from
Durban Green Corridors
clean-up events and projects in the
Overberg under the auspices of Dr.
Anton Odendal. They have successfully tackled sensitive clean-up actions
along their local coast.
The
Lower
Breede
River
Conservation Trust is based in Witsand
and has been very proactive in keeping one of the largest rivers in the
Western Cape managed and cleaned
through monthly clean-ups. They were
also very involved with clean-ups of
the last pellet spill that ended up on
our beaches.
CityZen and Najen Naidoo have
been helping communities of Rivonia,
Gallo Manor, Morningside, Bryanston,
Kramerville,
Wendywood
and

Woodmead to fight neighbourhood
deterioration by creating greener,
clean and safe areas, one clean-up
at a time. They turn the collected
waste into sustainable job opportunities through recycling and upcycling
programmes.
Clean City SA conducts clean-up
campaigns in Hillbrow every Saturday
morning. Headed up by Dalu Cele,
the team keeps the streets and open
spaces clean and has already collected over 6 000 refuse bags.
Eco Care Trust gathers valuable
information on the aquatic state of
our country’s freshwater eco-systems.
Bernard Venter, a keen angler and
supporter of Plastics SA’s Clean-up
and Recycle Clean-ups, distributes
litterbags to visitors at dams, rivers
and angling competitions to educate
people on the effects of litter on the
waterways.
The Soulbent Project, under the
leadership of Luka Mashudu Makhado,
is very aware of the negative impacts
illegal dumping has on the environment. This intrepid team is dedicated to cleaning Gauteng - one illegal
dumpsite at a time.
“We would like to thank Plastics
SA for this recognition. The work we
do is very much in collaboration with
a number of partner organisation”,
said Green Corridors’ Coastal and
Waste Management Projects officer
Musawenkosi Shange.
Enquiry no: 24

Company pumped about global excellence award

ETHERLANDS-BASED Verder
N
Group has won the Global
Business Excellence Award for

NEED AN EXCELLENT WATER
STORAGE SOLUTION?

For more information:
Email: info@sbstanks.co.za
Tel: 0860 482 657
WWW.SBSTANKS.COM

Outstanding New Product/Service for
Verderflex Dura 65 (D65) peristaltic
pump.
In a statement, the company quoted
the judges as hailing the invention as
“the first real development in hose
pump technology since the arrival of
the high-pressure hose”.
They went on to say: “The D65
pump offers high performance and
takes up to 70% less space. Hose
changes are fast and easy with the
unique connection system.
Verder has come up with an easyto-use and control, robust pump that
can be used in a wide range of indus-

tries for heavy duty operations.”
Colin Heathfield, Product Manager
for Verderflex Peristaltic Pumps, said
winning this award was important to
Verder because it supports the company’s mantra of trying to offer a solution to customers and being flexible in
terms of development to meet global
needs and specifications.
He added that 25% of Verder’s staff
in the UK are now dedicated research
and development professionals, supported by the global team.
“From the access hatch to clean the
track, through to the lifting eye on the
front plate to make the unit safer to
work on, we have tried to address the
small points that make a difference
whilst still trying to maintain a bal-

ance between product specification
and value for money. Its success as
a good value pump for the customer
can be reinforced by the number
of units going through our system,”
Heathfield said.
Darryl Macdougall, Managing
Director, Verder Pumps South Africa
said the Verderflex Dura 65 hose
pump was launched amidst the pandemic last year.
“It replaced the popular Verderflex
VF65, while boasting 20% more flow
and 20% longer hose life. This award
is a testament to the quality of our
products, but also our company’s
commitment to innovation and excellence.”

Enquiry no: 25
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South Africa must reduce food
waste to help beat hunger

OOD insecurity has increased in
South Africa since the COVID19 pandemic.
That’s according to Brendon
Jewaskiewitz, President of the
Institute of Waste Management of
Southern Africa (IWMSA), who said
an unacceptably high percentage
of the food produced in the country
goes to waste.
He cited figures from late 2020,
which revealed that 9.34 million people (16% of the total population)
faced the spectre of hunger, even
though South Africa is an exporter
of food.
“A prosperous and stable country
is impossible if so many people don’t
have enough food. In a developing
country like South Africa, ensuring
food security is ultimately a hot political issue,” he said. “Quite simply,
we need to ensure that all South
Africans have enough to eat, and
that begins with reducing the amount
of food that is wasted.”
Reducing food wastage is one
of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals. Sustainable
Development Goal (SDG) 12.3 is to
halve global food waste per capita

lished by the Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR) in
2021 estimates that 10.3 million
tonnes of food are lost or wasted annually in South Africa. This
equates to 34.3% of local production, or 45% when one takes exports
into account. The largest proportion
(49%) is lost during processing and
manufacture, with 8% lost during primary production and 19% lost during
post-harvest handling and storage.
As much as 18% of total food
waste occurs at the household and
general consumer level. This means
that almost one fifth of what we purchase ends up in the rubbish bin.

Methane menace

Vegetables thrown rotting in a landfill. © Joaquin Corbalan
by 2050, and to reduce food losses
along production and supply chains.
“Clearly, reduction in food waste
relates directly to SDG 2, Zero
Hunger.” South Africa’s food sector signed on to a voluntary food
loss and waste agreement brokered

Merger creates global
powerhouse in drinking

S

water purification

TOCKHOLM-based
Bluewater and Denver,
Colorado-based FloWater
recently announced their merger
in a move they say will transform
the water industry worldwide.
The two corporations claim the
move will help accelerate innovation of new drinking water purification products, drive expansion
into new markets, and achieve
economies of scale in manufacturing and supply chain efficiencies in a post-Covid world.
Bluewater was founded in 2013
By Swedish environmental entrepreneur Bengt Rittri (pictured) on
the sale of his previous indoor air
purification corporation, Blueair,
to consumer goods giant Unilever.
It has grown into a global provider of water purification solutions such as its PRO
purifier for homes, businesses
and public vending with sales
across Europe, the Middle East,
China and Southeast Asia, the
United States, and South Africa.
Bluewater has production facilities in Sweden and China and
assembly operations in the United
Kingdom.
FloWater was co-founded
by Rich Razgaitis in 2013 and
has been led by him since then.
Recognized by Inc. Magazine for
three consecutive years as one
of fastest-growing, privately held
companies in the US, FloWater
now has around 7,500 new-tech
FloWater Refill Stations (photo
below) installed in schools, gyms,
offices and hotels across the US.
The FloWater brand has
become a popular alternative
to plastic water bottles and has
saved over 350 million plastic
water bottles from oceans, lakes,
rivers, and landfills since its
launch. FloWater’s Refill Stations
are on target save one billion
plastic water bottles from entering the environment by the end
of 2022.
FloWater’s customers include
premier global brands including:
Red Bull, Apple, Marriott, Peloton,
United Airlines, Warby Parker and
Google.
“This union is a major milestone
for Bluewater in our efforts to
upscale and strengthen our position in the global household, commercial, and public dispensing

water industry,” said Rittri, who
also has strategic investments
in several other environmentally
focused companies.
Bengt will formally lead the
new combined entity as CEO,
although the two companies will
continue to operate under their
existing brand names. FloWater’s
CEO, Rich Razgaitis, will continue to lead FloWater’s U.S. and
international operations.
Speaking at FloWater’s headquarters in Denver, Colorado
Razgaitis said: “This merger provides us another big step towards
ending the business of ‘big bottled water’ by providing superior
alternatives to single-use plastic
with the world’s best-tasting and
trusted water.
“Everyone deserves access
to clean, great tasting drinking water, and the environment
deserves to be free of plastic
water bottles. Today, this merger
brings together two passionate
teams committed to making this a
reality worldwide.”
The merger will allow the two
corporations to tap into each
other’s consumer and business
water dispensing expertise, R&D,
and global commercialization and
supply capacities.
Additionally, the agreement will
enable both brands to leverage
their strengths in the events and
venues business in Europe and
North America to help expand
globally into other key markets in
the Middle East, China and South
Asia.
“We are particularly upbeat
about the scale this partnership
will enable us to reach together
and the associated benefits in all
our markets in the US, Europe
and Asia Pacific as we together
chase becoming a true global
player and competitive force in
our industry,” said Rittri.
Enquiry no: 27

by the Consumer Goods Council,
Department of Trade, Industry &
Competition, and the Department
of the Environment, Forestry and
Fisheries, and which has the same
goal as SDG 12.3.
Jewaskiewitz said research pub-

He said food wastage not only
reduces the amount of food available
for consumption, it also has severe
environmental consequences. While
some food waste is used as animal
feed, most finds its way into landfills
where it generates large amounts of
methane, a greenhouse gas some
22 times more potent than carbon
dioxide. Decaying food and organic
matter can also pollute ground and
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surface water reserves.
“One must also take into account
the pollution created along the whole
food value chain, including fertiliser
use, machinery and vehicles emitting gases, and packaging.”
Jewaskiewitz believes reducing
food waste will also mean that the
world will not have to produce so
much extra food to supply the needs
of burgeoning populations, particularly in Africa and Asia. Increased
agriculture will mean more loss of
biodiversity and higher levels of
emissions.
“Role players across the value
chain are using IT and related technologies like artificial intelligence and
machine learning to predict demand
more accurately and improve production, handling and storage processes. Consumers can also play
a significant part by shopping and
planning better to minimise the food
that they waste.
“We need to change our mindset
as a society to target food wastage
as part of our broader drive to eliminate hunger and care for our planet.”
Enquiry no: 26
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The fluid future of water self-reliance in SA
W

By Mannie Ramos Jnr

HEN it comes to being partially selfreliant for water supply, South African
citizens are no strangers. From JoJo
tanks to generators, we are veterans of smallscale self-sustaining intervention.
With an estimated 61%1 of total freshwater
going to agriculture followed by 27% going to
municipal and domestic use, we must begin to
see self-reliant water practices implemented
on a larger scale considering both could be run
largely off non-potable water sources.
With South Africa ranked as the 30th driest
country in the world, it is no longer a question
of being able to blindly rely on governments to
supply our agricultural water. The great news
is that there are no longer any technological
boundaries to achieving at least partial selfsustainability.
Agriculture should be held accountable for
looking into how to recycle their wastewater
onsite. Technologies such as solar desalination
are extremely promising.
Essentially, using a heated pipeline, a solar
still is powered that desalinates the water by
distilling it. The water becomes steam, purifying it from minerals and once it returns to its
liquid state it is ready for use as clean water.
The technology can also be used to treat

civilization is understanding that the products
we consume have a water cost and making
better-buying decisions.
The clothing industry, for example, has outsourced much of its water-heavy manufacturing processes to countries where no legislation
exists to protect the water supply from dyes
and other chemicals. By supporting companies
such as Nike and Adidas who have eliminated
the water from their manufacturing process,
you can actively partake in ethical purchasing
practices.
When building new eco-estates or renovating large sites, water systems should be as
closed-circuited as possible to work long term.
This means that any water collected and used
on the property should make its way through
various systems to enrich life on-site and produce as little waste as possible.
When developing new properties and eco
estates, developers should be looking at connecting each property (or block of properties)
to closed-circuit non-potable water storage
tanks. This can provide water for most residential uses such as showers, laundry, toilets,
hose pipes and all other non-potable sources
of water. These systems can then be connected to grey and black water systems for
irrigation of the estates landscaping and nonresidential water needs.

runoff, groundwater and even industrial process water and is estimated to be able to make
295 kiloliters per day from water that would be
rushing down the drain.
Storing water in water banks for continuity is
important for livestock farmers where a great
deal of processing is also done on-site. Water
security for chickens, especially laying hens, is
vital as they are highly susceptible to any form
of disturbance and can stop laying for up to two
weeks because of a single disruptive incident
in the water supply.

Mega tank
Earlier in 2021, Abeco installed a giant
5.8-million-litre tank together with a three-million-litre supplementary tank to South Africa’s
largest poultry producers to store water and
protect their livestock and continuity of income
when the next drought hits.
Although agricultural practices in South
Africa are not what they could be, more shocking is that 45% of the available food supply
grown with all our precious water ends up as
waste. Just as we saw public education on the
carbon footprint of our food influences consumption patterns, we must educate consumers on the water footprint of the food they buy.
A large part of becoming a water sensitive

Ceramic ball valves improve
longevity in water treatment

C

OMPARED to solenoid valves, ceramic
ball valves offer improved longevity and
wear resistance, and lower costs.
That’s according to Anelia Hough, Water
Treatment Consultant at Allmech, who said
they’re ideal for water-saving systems, industrial automatic control systems, automatic
sewage systems, environmental protection
projects, water supply and drainage, food and
water treatment, and irrigation systems.
Allmech is a South African manufacturer of
boilers and supplier of water treatment components. Hough said that the proprietary 3-way
Runxin valves that the company stocks have
proven especially useful in water treatment
applications.
“Recently, one of our customers installed a
filtration plant to treat surface water coming
from a nearby river,” she said. “Water turbidity
was the main challenge. Due to the quality of
incoming water, the backwash cycle needed
cleaned, filtered water.
Hough said the objective in this application was to ensure the filter media beds were
thoroughly cleaned during backwash cycles.
“During a backwash, the media should be adequately raised and mixed to get rid of contami-

was regenerating while the other was in service, the customer only required one brine
tank, which resulted in further cost savings.”
Hough said Runxin’s ceramic ball valves
provides several design features to improve
performance compared to ball valves made
from traditional materials, the biggest of which
is the longevity of the parts. The valves are
hermetically-sealed, so they have extremely
high resistance to corrosion, abrasion, and
chemicals, to stand up to the toughest water
treatment challenges.
The ball cores and seats are precisely
ground in pair to ensure zero leakage. Each
of the plastic options comes with a choice of
connection between metric female thread and
uPVC Glue and some of the valves are available in different grades of steel. Enquiry no: 28

NEW
CONCERTOR

™

PUMPING SYSTEM WITH

INTEGRATED
INTELLIGENCE

This revolutionary system delivers optimal performance
while reducing your total cost of ownership. It also offers
unparalleled flexibility and simplicity on a whole new
level. You might even say it thinks for itself. We invite
you to enter a new era in wastewater pumping with
Flygt Concertor.
One powerful solution. Unlimited possibilities.

Mannie Ramos Jnr is COO of Abeco.

Pump
primo triples
dewatering fleet
LOODING of open pit mines and quarF
ries has become widespread following
intense and unseasonal rainfall in many parts

nants. We installed a single L-shaped 3-way
ceramic valve instead of two solenoid valves,
switching or diverting the flow direction of the
incoming water between raw river water and
filtered water. When multiple units need clean
water diverted, there is an exponential saving.”
In the service position, the 3-way valve
allowed raw water from the river to be treated, but once the control valve position was
changed back to start the backwash, the 3-way
valve changed position to allow clean water for
backwash cycle to enter the valve.
Another Allmech customer operates a dairy
manufacturing facility that operates 24/7. Part
of the company’s operation is its boiler, which
provides steam into the facility. A duplex water
softener was installed with two softener control
valves.
“The Runxin F74 softener control valves
have a function to interlock valves in parallel
system to have one valve in regeneration, but
the other valve is in service. Allmech installed
a 3-way valve to change the water flow from
standby unit to the service unit within seconds.
The objective in this application was to ensure
soft water would be supplied 24/7 to the boiler.
Because the system ensured that one valve

WORLD’S FIRST WASTEWATER PUMPING
SYSTEM WITH INTEGRATED INTELLIGENCE

It is also essential to build with this sustainability in mind as when these considerations
are made from the beginning, the additional cost can be recouped relatively quickly. Unfortunately, when developers attempt
to avoid investment in self-sustaining systems and had to upgrade during droughts the
expense can easily become overwhelming.
And while interventions such as low flow
toilets and tap aerators are a start, they simply
are not enough on their own.
As a developer, investing in being selfsustaining also helps manage your risk as you
can guarantee future residents water continuity
and charge accordingly as you are not tapping
into unsustainable public water infrastructure.
For example, any new office block being
built can install only low flow toilets and sinks
that connect to a greywater system. Any nonpotable water can be drawn from large scale
storage tanks on-site set to be filled by rainwater and toped up by the municipal grid if
necessary.
The water technology out there is mind-blowing, from the incredible efficiency of the desalination plants in Israel to large scale water
tanks.Even architecture is increasingly being
designed to maximize rainwater harvesting.

of South Africa recently, demanding added
dewatering capacity.
That’s according to Lee Vine, Managing
Director of dewatering pump specialist
Integrated Pump Rental, who said the rains
have had a dire effect on many mining operations, leading to increased demand for the
company’s rental and contract services.
“Even though many of our customers are
on top of their operational requirements,
some were unprepared for the huge volumes
of groundwater that flowed onto and out of
their operations,” he said.
“This called for an urgent response, especially in those cases where flooding threatened to disrupt or even halt mine production
– as this would severely affect bottom line
performance.”
Safety issues related to excess water in
mining operations further underlined to the
importance of quick and effective solutions,
he said, adding that these require not only
the input of experts with plenty of experience
in assessing dewatering applications, but a
service provider with enough units of sufficient capacity to do the job.
“Our large and varied rental fleet has
allowed us to assist numerous mining operations with emergency dewatering. We have
even augmented our fleet further with new
units to ensure we meet the growing need.”
In fact, Integrated Pump Rental has almost
tripled the size of its rental fleet since late
2021, adding a range of new diesel-driven
pump sets to its population.
“We are well known for responding effectively and without much warning, and much
of our success as a dewatering pump specialist is based on having a large enough
fleet to always have capacity for the unexpected,” Vine said. “The depth of our rental
fleet also means that we can cater for varying
dewatering application needs.”
The company relies mainly on the wellproven Sykes brand of pumps, which boast
a reputation for fast and effective removal
of clean water, slimes, sewage, sludge and
liquids laden with solids. These diesel-driven,
fully automatic priming pumps can manage
lifts of up to nine metres, and feature an oil
bath mechanical seal assembly which allows
units to run dry for long periods.

Enquiry no: 29
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Early auto industry recovery sees Durban
Car Terminal break annual record
T
HE Durban Car Terminal has
broken its annual record having
handled a total of 531,755 fully
built units over the 12-month period
ended March 2022.
That’s according to Durban
Terminals
Acting
Managing
Executive Kwazi Mabaso, who said,
“Recovery from COVID-19 is happening sooner than expected in the
automotive industry as car hire companies re-fleet with the opening up
of the hospitality industry and back
orders from preceding years materialise”.
The car terminal’s volumes had
dwindled to 323,300 fully built units
handled in the year ended March
2021.
The product mix sees import volumes contributing 53% of overall volumes comprising mainly entry-level
cars. There has also been a surge
in transhipments as the appetite for
second hand cars within South Africa
and neighbouring countries continues to grow.

Transshipments contributed 12%
to overall volumes at just over 60,000
fully built units – a volume increase
of 55% year on year. Second hand
cars imported solely for the South
African market made up 2% of overall volumes.
Despite shortages in parts and
semi-conductor chips, export volumes improved significantly from
the previous year to 34% of overall
volumes.
“Asian imports like Haval, GWM,
Suzuki, Hyundai, Chery and JAC are
doing particularly well in the entrylevel category and are expected to
continue in the current financial year”
said Mabaso.
He added that while projections
were promising in the new year,
automotive manufacturers would be
impacted by the Russia and Ukraine
war as many sourced wire harnesses used for electrical power
and communication between parts
in the Ukraine. The availability of
semi-conductor chips used to power

vehicle features like braking systems
remains very low and has already
compromised export volumes.
Mabaso said a recent benchmark
exercise in Thailand would help the
Durban Car Terminal enhance its
offering through a review of in yard
planning, allowing for ample preloading space that will ensure no
vehicles are received for the vessel
on berth.
“Our relationship with industry is
pro South Africa. The collaboration
we have with original car manufacturers and shipping lines is exemplary and can only grow from hereon as
we focus our energies on customer
centricity.”
Mabaso said the terminal had created additional waterside capacity to
keep up with the demand.
The Durban Car Terminal will from
September this year handle Ford’s
new Ranger bakkie. Varying models of the Chery and JAC brands
will also contribute to current year
volumes.

He said the terminal continues to
employ COVID-19 standard preventative measures for its employees,

with a full in-house vaccination program in place.
Enquiry no: 30

February manufacturing output up by just 0.2%

T

By Thanda Sithole

OTAL manufacturing output
(not seasonally adjusted) was
up by a negligible 0.2% y/y
in February, reflecting a moderation
from a downwardly revised 2.0%
y/y (previously 2.9% y/y) in January.
Negatively, seasonally adjusted
manufacturing output, which aligns
with the official calculation of quarterly GDP growth, contracted by 1.1%
m/m following growth of 2.0% m/m
in January.
The monthly decline in manufacturing output defied the PMI, which had
signalled a possibly faster increase
in output. We suspect that February’s

electricity load shedding (including
stage 4) might have impacted manufacturing activity. At this stage, this
data (though incomplete) corroborate our view that economic growth
was sustained in 1Q22, albeit at a
slower pace relative to 4Q21.
We maintain our view that domestic demand should support manufacturing output while external demand
should support manufacturing export
volumes. However, we are concerned about higher prices and their
impact on domestic consumers’ purchasing power and generally higher
manufacturing input costs, which
might affect production volumes.
Worsening supply chains related to

the Russian invasion of Ukraine and
strict Covid-19 lockdown measures
in Shanghai could affect global (and
domestic) industrial production. In
February, the intermediate producer price (i.e., prices of goods as
they enter the production process)
inflation was still in double digits
at around 19% y/y, while headline
producer inflation measured 10.5%
y/y, reflecting an acceleration from
10.1% y/y in January.
Subsector
performance
in
February 2022
In February, the mere 0.2%y/y
growth in total manufacturing production primarily reflected growth
performance by the food and bev-

erages and basic iron and steel
subdivisions. Specifically, food and
beverages output grew by 4.2% y/y
and contributed 0.9ppt, reflecting a
moderation from 12.2% y/y in the
previous month.
Basic iron and steel (i.e., basic iron
and steel, non-ferrous metal products, metal products and machinery)
output grew by 3.9% y/y, reflecting an acceleration from 2.6% y/y
in January. Combined, these two
subdivisions account for about
40% of total manufacturing output.
Nevertheless, their growth contributions were counteracted by significant negative growth in the following
larger subdivisions:

Motor vehicles, parts and accessories and other transport equipment
contracted by 7.1% y/y after contracting by 8.0% y/y and 3.9% y/y in
December 2021 and January 2022,
respectively.
Petroleum-related products (i.e.,
petroleum, chemical products, rubber and plastic products) contracted
by 2.6% y/y in February, reflecting a
prolonged period of contraction.
Wood and wood products, paper,
publishing and printing output contracted by 5.2% y/y following 6.5%
y/y growth in January.
Thanda Sithole is a Senior Economist at
FNB.

Deeper welding expertise required to
maintain safety critical infrastructure

A

lack of welding coordinators
is putting huge strain on the
maintenance chain required to
maintain the country’s basic supply of
electricity and water.
That’s the warning from Herman
Potgieter, Certification CEO for the
South African Institute of Welding
(SAIW), who said it was vital to have
the knowledge and know-how to maintain safety-critical products such as
boiler units at power plants and municipal water pipe infrastructure.
“Every power station and municipal department responsible for critical
infrastructure installation and maintenance needs ISO 3834 welding coordination personnel to ensure compliance to specific codes and standard
requirements,” he added, saying welding coordination specialists are vital as
they provide a broader, more strategic
view of the welding function.
“Unfortunately, 90% of companies
make use of inspection personnel to
co-ordinate activities. Inspector and
co-ordinator roles are often seen as
the same but each has a very important and distinct part to play.”
The SAIW is, therefore, working
hard to increase in-depth welding skills
via its welding co-ordination courses.
“We realise that many welders want to
further their skill set but lack the time
to do so. To enhance the accessibil-

ity of these courses, we
offer our IWS qualification courses as live afterhours online sessions
and in-house face to face
learning opportunities.
“We also offer this
hybrid approach to fast track Level 2
inspectors so that existing welders can
complete the IWS qualification with
a short bridging course This hybrid
approach ensures accessibility and
enhanced learning opportunities for
employed students with limited time
availability.”

Continental approach
The SAIW is also working across
Africa to foster this capability having entered into a partnership with
Ethiopia’s tertiary education sector to
impart in-depth welding, inspection
and co-ordination skills across 9 TVET
Colleges in that country.
In addition, the SAIW is championing ISO 3834 welding standards
across the African continent in partnership with the African Welding
Federation. This stems from the
requirement for ISO 3834 certified
companies to employ Responsible
Welding Co-ordinators (RWCs).
SAIW Executive Director John
Tarboton said; “We are encouraging
companies to train their RWCs on
the IIW welding qualifications given
the contribution that our ISO 3834
and specific welding co-ordination ISO
14731 training can make to developing and stimulating welding capabilities in Africa.

“The idea is that as we roll out
ISO 3834 certified companies across
Africa and this will stimulate demand
for the training of International Welding
Practitioners (IWP) International
Welding Specialists (IWS) and
International Welding Technologists
(IWT) training.”
The SAIW’s work with Ethiopian
welders and welding coordination personnel will see five Ethiopian engineers
coming to South Africa to complete the
IIW International Welding Inspection
Personnel (IWIP) Comprehensive
Course at the SAIW’s Johannesburg
campus in April 2022. This course will
provide them with extensive knowledge of welding and inspection theory
and application. They will then be able
to offer the same course at accredited
Ethiopian Training Bodies.
This will be followed by SAIW
Certification staff travelling to Ethiopia
in June to conduct an audit of the first
of nine TVET Colleges to be certified Approved Training Bodies (ATBs)
under the SAIW (South Africa ‘s IIW
Authorised National Body) after which
they will have the authority to issue
certificates post each welding co-ordination course.
SAIW staff will also ‘train the
trainers’ by upskilling an additional
100 Ethiopian welding practitioners
through the International Welding
Practitioner (IWP) course at The
Centre of Excellency for Engineering
in the Ethiopian capital Addis Ababa.
These students will in turn become
instructors at the nine accredited
TVET colleges in Ethiopia, mentioned
above.

The IWP programme provides a
combination of theoretical knowledge and high-level practical skills
assessed by tests of increasing
difficulty and by theoretical examinations. Additional training of 500
students is planned for the second
half of 2022 to ultimately train
7000 students as internationally
recognised welders.
“If we want to position Africa as

a centre of welding excellence, we
need to develop a deeper more
comprehensive welding capacity by offering courses that provide specialist welding inspection
and co-ordination skills to ensure
ISO 3834 company compliance
as well as career progression
and enhanced earnig potential,”
Tarboton said.
Enquiry no: 31
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Quality of concrete for housing
depends on mix constituents
T
HE role that the various mix constituents
play to produce quality concrete for housing is often not fully understood, cautions
Bryan Perrie, CEO of Cement and Concrete
SA (CCSA), who says using the correct mix
proportions and ensuring good site practice
are vital to ensure the strength, durability and
economy of the finished concrete.
“The quality of the cement is crucial. Building
contractors should note that all producers and
importers of cement must have a Letter of
Authority (LoA) from the National Regulator
for Compulsory Standards (NRCS) for each
different cement type sold in South Africa. The
NRCS issues a LoA only if the cement standard complies with SANS 50197-1 or SANS
50413-1,” he said.
Perrie believes certain errors tend to occur
frequently when producing concrete for housing. “Firstly, there is the question of the ratio
between the water and cement in a concrete
mix which determines the strength of the

concrete. When site batching for small quantities of concrete, contractors tend to use the
traditional builder’s wheelbarrow as rough unit
of measurement but poor control in this regard
can produce seriously inconsistent mix proportions.”
He said the contractor should ensure that
the wheelbarrow is religiously levelled off at
the top when measuring materials for mixing to
ensure that the correct, consistent mix proportion is achieved throughout. “It should also be
remembered that two bags of 50kg cement are
equivalent to one builder’s wheelbarrow.”
Another common mistake on site is the addition of extra water to improve the workability
of the concrete (called “tempering”) after an
extended period. This significantly reduces the
strength of the concrete.
“Then there is the critical aspect for quality
concrete: curing. Often concrete is not cured
using the proper technique or is not cured
long enough. Newly-cast concrete must be

adequately cured to ensure that hydration
continues until the full potential strength of the
hardened concrete is achieved and to minimise the tendency to crack,” Perrie said.
“When producing concrete for housing, there
is also often confusion between client, specifier
and contractor regarding the finishing of a concrete floor, specifically relating to the application of a cement screed to the floor. In general,
a sand-cement screed should not be applied
as the final wearing surface.”
He said the appropriate application of sandcement screeds and concrete toppings is
described in detail in the CCSA publication,
“Sand-cement screeds and concrete toppings
for floors”, which is available free of charge
from CCSA.
“Cracks in plaster and floors are common
problems on most sites but these can be
avoided, or reduced, through the correct use
of joints at appropriate intervals to cater for
shrinkage. Problems in mortar and plaster

Boost for businesses IT equipment recycling

D

ELL Technologies has announced
the expansion of its Asset Recovery
Services with new availability in South
Africa. The service supports any brand of laptop, desktop, server, peripheral or accessory,
helping customers receive value from existing
IT assets and implement sustainable recycling
and recovery services at scale.
That’s according to Doug Woolley, Managing
Director of Dell Technologies South Africa, who
said that since 2008, the global company
had recovered more than 2.5 billion electronics through its takeback programmes, supporting businesses in sustainably retiring IT
assets.
The offer includes a new, online self-service
portal that gives businesses real-time value
estimates, comprehensive resources and
streamlined takeback of devices.
“Every year, the world produces millions of
metric tons of electronic and electrical equipment waste, which is damaging to our planet
when not disposed of properly. Asset Recovery
Services play a critical step in helping customers responsibly retire equipment and reduce

their overall environmental footprint,” said
Woolley.
“As a global company, we take seriously
our commitment and opportunities to divert
e-waste from landfills. By scaling our services
for securely recycling electronics and IT equipment, we are contributing to our ambitious goal
to recycle or reuse one device for each one
sold by 2030.”
He added that there are no unit minimums
for businesses of all sizes, whether managing
a central or remote workforce. “The services

offer the flexibility and control to oversee and
track the entire process online via the selfservice portal. Customers can benefit from
real-time value estimates to get the most out
of their equipment and simplify their systems’
lifecycle.”
When customers turn in their devices, data
is removed in alignment with data sanitisation
standards to minimise customer exposure to
data security breaches. This includes clearing
data from devices onsite before the equipment leaves a customer’s facility as well as
the physical destruction and recycling of hard
drives.
“The availability of Dell Asset Recovery
Services will make it easier for South African
organisations to correctly dispose of their endof-life electronic equipment. This is critical,
as the Department of Environmental Affairs
has stated that e-waste makes up 5% to 8%
of municipal solid waste and is growing three
times faster than any other form of waste.”
Asset Recovery Services is available through
Dell Technologies and its channel partners.
Enquiry no: 33

Big Oppo-tunity for smartphone photography fans

HINA-based tech giant Oppo has launched
C
its Reno 7 5G smartphone in South Africa,
accompanied by the cheaper Reno 7 Z smart-

phone and Oppo WatchFree smartwatch.
Oppo is pushing “DSLR-like” mobile photography and video capture as a major selling
point of the Reno 7’s triple-lens rear camera
cluster, which comprises 64MP, 8MP, and 2MP
lenses.
The company also claims that the 32MP
front facing selfie camera with its IMX 615 sensor is a portrait powerhouse with enhanced low
light and bokeh capabilities - the latter referring
to photos with the subject in focus and the
background blurred.
Image enhancing software tools include AI
Highlight Video, Focus Tracking, Dual-View
Video, and Flash Snapshot.
The 6.4-inch AMOLED display boasts a

refresh rate of up to 90Hz and an in-screen
fingerprint sensor. Underneath that, the Reno
7 5G packs 8GB of RAM and a MediaTek
Dimensity 900 5G SoC chipset. As
the name suggests, it supports 5G as
well as the latest generation Wi-Fi 6
connectivity.
While it does not support wireless
charging, the Reno 7 does come
equipped with 65W SuperVooc
charging technology, which the company claims will fully juice up the
4,500mAh battery in 35 minutes. If
you’re even more pressed for time,
four minutes of charging will deliver an
impressive four hours of use.
The Reno 7 comes with Android 11 installed
and, according to Oppo, is Android 12 ready.
Unlike another major Chinese competitor, it

also comes with the Google Play Store and
access to the full gamut of Google apps and
services.
The range topping Reno 7 5G is available from MTN, Vodacom, Cell C and
Telkom, as well as several online retailers, at a recommended retail price of
R15,500, or on 24 and 36-month contracts, starting from R749 and R549
per month respectively.
Oppo is throwing in a pair of its Enco
Buds, a 65W charge block, and one
free screen repair, the latter valid for
the first six months of purchase.
The Reno 7 Z 5G, due for release
later in April, will cost R11 699, with
monthly contracts starting at R429, along with
the WatchFree, which will cost R2 499, with
Enquiry no: 34
contracts starting at R59.

can be avoided by following ‘good practice’ as
recommended in the CCSA leaflets on these
topics. Care should also be taken to allow for
movement joints between different material
types, such as clay bricks and concrete blocks,
or bricks and concrete,” Perrie added.
More detailed information on the various
aspects of concrete for housing is available
from the CCSA publication “Concrete basics
for building”. CCSA’s School of Concrete
Technology also presents a variety of training
courses on concrete practice for all levels of
experience throughout the year.
Enquiry no: 32

Good news for
budding startups

E

NTREPRENEURSHIP is a viable
and exciting career option for many.
However, starting a business is challenging at any time.
That’s according to Mike Anderson, founder
and CEO of the National Small Business
Chamber (NSBC), who said, “When starting
a business, it’s not only about getting your
company registered and compliant quickly
and professionally, but also about doing what
we can to help every new start-up succeed in
business and to do this right from the start.”
With this in mind, the NSBC recently partnered with the Companies and Intellectual
Property Commission (CIPC) as part of the
Launch My Startup initiative.
CIPC Commissioner, Advocate Rory Voller
said micro and small businesses were one of
their key customer segments. “Up to 90% of
the over 400,000 companies that we register
annually fall into this category – startup businesses comprising between one and three
directors.”
These, he added, “make a huge contribution to our economy, creating much-needed
employment opportunities. The CIPC, therefore, welcomes the collaboration with the
NSBC, with which it had concluded a formal
MoU in recent months.”
Through this partnership, small businesses
will gain access to webinars and other online
tools, as well as CIPC’s business and registration channels to not only formalise but
also to remain compliant as required by the
Companies Act.
Accounting and payroll technology firm Sage
has also thrown its weight behind the initiative.
“We are excited to partner with the NSBC
through the Launch My Startup initiative. This
aligns with our commitment to knocking down
barriers for startups so that they can thrive by
enhancing the competitiveness of South African
SMBs so they can contribute to more inclusive
growth,” said Viresh Harduth, Vice President:
Small Business, Sage Africa & Middle East.
Enquiry no: 35
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Steel Master Plan needs industry’s
commitment to take flight

A

LMOST a year after the launch
of the Steel Master Plan (SMP),
Scaw Metals CEO Doron
Barnes acknowledges the frustration
many in the industry feel about the
plan, but he also believes it has the
potential to rejuvenate upstream and
downstream industries.
Much of the criticism of the plan is
a result of a misunderstanding of its
role, he added.
The plan — which was launched
in June 2021 and signed by representatives of Government, Business
and Labour — provides a series of
practical steps for the steel and engineering industry to follow in order to
reinvigorate itself.
The Steel and Engineering
Federation of Southern Africa
(SEIFSA) will give everyone a
chance to discuss their frustration,

praise and ask questions about the plan
at The Mainstreaming
the Steel Master Plan
Conference on 19 and
20 May 2022.
Like
Barnes,
Macsteel CEO Mike
Benfield has strong
views on the Plan. “We
need to re-energise it,
we need to prioritise, and we need to
get workstreams going around those
priorities,” he said.
He is concerned that it will not
become a reality without a wholehearted commitment to a list of prioritised infrastructure projects, specifically in the areas of rail, ports and
power.
Barnes, in a recent interview with
Creamer Media Engineering News &

Mining Weekly, was adamant that industry must
take the lead. “It is up to
industry to take leadership by dedicating time,
energy and resources to
make it work, rather than
sitting back and moaning
about all the problems,”
he said.
SEIFSA CEO Lucio
Trentini (pictured) agreed, saying:
“This industry stands ready to make
its contribution to translating the
government’s vision of reindustrialising the metals and engineering
(M&E) sector, and to start translating
visions, promises and policy into
action and deliverables.
“We need government to roll-out
its promised infrastructure spend,
which is absolutely central to the

reigniting of industrial capacity in the
sector.”
Trentini said SEIFSA was eager
to see many small business owners
at the conference. “We urge SMEs
to attend the conference so their
important voices can also be heard.
It is crucial that they too are well represented at the conference.”
The conference will play host to
senior Department of Trade, Industry
and Competition officials, representatives from the Steel Oversight
Committee, Business and Labour
leaders who will analyse the progress of the plans as well as the
commitments that will lay the foundations for the development and
growth of the M&E sector in the
years ahead.
Minister of Trade, Industry and
Competition Ebrahim Patel will deliv-

er the keynote address, after an
opening address from Elias Monage,
SEIFSA President. Other speakers include Irvin Jim, the General
Secretary of National Union of
Metalworkers of South Africa, and
Marius Croukamp, Deputy General
Secretary of Solidarity.
There will also be a series of
panel discussions looking at supplyside measures, demand-side measures, transformation, resource mobilisation and the African Continental
Free Trade Agreement.
“The big gains will be made
by moving our infrastructure programme from shallow waters to deep
waters and to get it moving on a
bigger scale and then introducing a
localisation requirement not only on
primary steel, but also downstream
Enquiry no: 36
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New transformers for offshore applications
H
ITACHI
Energy
recently
launched its OceaniQ portfolio
for the offshore energy environment.
The global technology and power
grid company the new products will
help accelerate the clean energy
transition through greater volumes
of wind power being harvested and
integrated into the world’s energy
system.
Combining cross-industry competence from the power and marine
sectors, OceaniQ addresses applications for fixed platforms, floating
structures and sub-sea power systems for wind, marine and other
offshore operators.
The products feature a modular
design to enable timely installation
and the ability to quickly connect
energy assets to onshore. Designs

are also ruggedized to withstand harsh marine conditions, minimizing the need
for physical service over their
lifetime.
The first products to be
announced as part of the
OceaniQ portfolio are Hitachi
Energy’s recently announced
transformers for offshore
floating applications.
“Building offshore brings
great challenges beyond the
harsh salt-water environment
and only a small fraction of
the full potential has been
exploited,” the company said
in a statement. “This is because
many offshore areas do not have
a suitable seabed and beyond
60-meter depths are not optimal for
fixed structures.”

“OceaniQ transformers and shunt
reactors are key equipment in the
grid infrastructure that enables the
transmission of electricity generated
in offshore wind farms.”

The company added that
this equipment has been
developed in partnership
with leading floating offshore developers. “It brings
in world-leading experience
to meet requirements, featuring a lightweight, compact and modular design
that comprises of speciallydesigned transformer active
part, tank and components.”
Bruno Melles, Managing
Director of Hitachi Energy’s
Transformers business said,
“Floating electrical systems
are an important development in the evolution of the offshore
renewable industry that will open
up tremendous opportunities and
unlock new business models that
are built on clean power. OceaniQ is

fully in the spirit of Hitachi Energy’s
Purpose, which is focused on
advancing a sustainable energy
future for all.”
Alfredo
Parres,
Head
of
Renewables at Hitachi Energy
described wind power as “one of
Earth’s bountiful and free-giving
natural resources and through the
OceaniQ offshore portfolio, customers will be able to harness and integrate it more efficiently.
“Through OceaniQ, we are building a more sustainable, flexible and
secure energy system by bringing
together our experts in offshore
applications and wind farm connections to develop and build the solutions needed for a more integrated,
interconnected
and high-quality
power grid,” Parres said.
Enquiry no: 37

Local wheat rust specialist contributes to global research

W

ILLEM Boshoff (pictured),
Associate Professor in the
Department of Plant Sciences
at the University of the Free State
(UFS), is one of the authors of an
article: “Long-read genome sequencing of bread wheat facilitates disease resistance gene cloning”, which
was recently published in the prestigious science publication, Nature
Genetics.
This work, which resulted from
a research project funded by King
Abdullah University of Science and
Technology (KAUST) in Saudi Arabia,
also includes the collaboration of Prof
Simon Krattinger’s group at KAUST,
and locally Dr Renée Prins and her
team at CenGen.
Boshoff said that in this paper
they reported on the first genome
sequence for a South African wheat
(cultivar Kariega) and the successful
cloning of the Yr27 stripe rust resistance gene. He added that the interest
in better understanding the stripe rust
resistance of Kariega resulted from
the almost immune field response
of this cultivar to local races of the
pathogen since the first appearance of
the disease on wheat in South Africa
during the 1996 season.

“The Yr27 resistance gene is one
of three stripe rust
resistance sources
present in Kariega,
and the second to be
cloned. Cloning the
Yr27 revealed the
exact position of the
gene in the roughly
14 700 000 000 base
pairs that constitute
the Kariega genome
and facilitate the
more efficient deployment of the gene in
future gene stacks.”
He said that the
sequencing of Kariega, which has
been the bread-baking quality standard in South Africa for many years, not
only contributes to our understanding
of the underlying mechanisms of its
long-lasting stripe rust resistance, but
also allows further research opportunities to unravel the genetics behind
the unique and superior bread-making
characteristics of this cultivar.
Boshoff, who has extensively studied rust pathogens occurring on small
grain crops in South Africa, said growing crops with genetic resistance to

diseases of economic importance
contributes to the
lower risk of epidemic outbreaks, as
well as lower input
costs as producers
become less reliant
on chemical control.
The research is in
support of sustainable wheat production, ensuring the
continuous availability of essential
food sources such
as bread.
Throughout his
career of the past 27 years, data
from his work has been shared regularly with producers as part of an early
warning system against rust pathogens, which allowed them to optimise
their control strategies.
“My research did facilitate the identification, characterisation, and use of
germplasm with rust resistance from
local and international breeding programmes, which have subsequently
been exploited in local studies and
breeding to improve our cultivars.”
Asked about his plans for the next

Better battery swops on electric forklifts

V

ESCONITE battery slides will be
introduced on all electric forklifts
at a beverage producer following successful testing.
That’s according to Vesconite
Bearings Forklift Application Engineer
Calvin Mpofu, who said the battery
slides, made from the wear-resistant
low-coefficient-of-friction material are
used to guide the lead-acid batteries
that power the forklifts.
The batteries need to be swopped
out and recharged after every shift so
that each forklift is ready for a later

shift. Because of the considerable
weight of the batteries (up to
1,800 kg), a more rigid
solution was sought
to prevent the
bending
and fracturing of the
guides.
“Slides from Vesconite
were tested for three months,” said
Mpofu. “Because of their successful use, the client plans to install the
slides on all of the beverage com-

pany’s electric forklifts.”
The guides will become
part of the growing range
of precision wear and bushing
components that Vesconite Bearings
stocks for the forklift industry.
They were developed in response
to the beverage company’s needs for
a particular forklift model.
“Forklift companies are welcome to
approach us with their unique wear
or bearing challenges. We will assist
with prototype design and manufacEnquiry no: 39
ture,” he said.

two years, Boshoff said he wants
to continue to be relevant in this
field. “I strongly believe in teamwork to grow research capacity
and efficiency and will continue to

seek new opportunities and foster
the many collaborative projects
that I am involved in.”
Enquiry no: 38
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How ERP can give manufacturers and
distributors control across the supply chain

D

By Paulo de Matos

ISRUPTIONS across the supply chain are inescapable.
Different parts of the world
have experienced supply chain disruptions at different times due to
different reasons. These range from
trade wars, natural disasters, major
supply failure, the pandemic, or most
recently, the Russian-Ukrainian war.
For instance, power shortages in
China affected large scale production, Brexit in the U.K., U.S trade
embargoes on China, the Suez
Canal obstruction and the Russian
invasion of Ukraine have all caused
delays and bottlenecks across the
globe.
In a recent Gartner survey, 76%of
supply chain executives indicated
that compared to a few years ago,
their company today is facing more
frequent disruptions than previously.
The increasing complexity and
length of international supply chains
mean manufacturers and distributors need to look at a combination of tools and approaches to be
more agile in every day and longterm challenges. With more reliable
data from solutions like Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) systems,
industries can utilize data analytics
to foresee the disruption, comprehend its magnitude and impact on
the supply chain, and formulate a
response.
Here are some key supply chain
challenges and how ERP supports
businesses to gain the control

E

they need in their operations while
increasing efficiency and overall
customer satisfaction.
• The challenge: Linear supply
chain models
Many manufacturers and distributors have run a linear supply chain
model. This means that when one
factor in the supply chain breaks, it
has a snowball effect on the entire
process. Business models have
prioritized time over flexibility, for
example stock turns instead of safety stock. Streamlined approaches
can cut down on costs and increase
efficiency during business-as-usual
but are unable to deal with supply
and demand shocks. When global supply chains are disrupted, a
stripped-out supply chain can leave
factories unable to meet demand
and exacerbate an economic downturn.
• The solution: Adopting supply
and demand plans driven by
real-time insights
The ability to forecast and manage supply and demand is critical
for today’s global supply chains.
An ERP solution, that is integrated
across the various functions of the
business, allows manufacturers and
distributors to build their procurement requirements based on the
forecasted demand in the system.
With the help of the right planning tools and predictive analytics, a
business can ensure that they have
the full picture as well as an effective
response to the risks faced.
Tools built-in to an ERP system

like performance and risk indicators often improve decision making;
companies can quickly respond to
supply chain issues like adjusting
the prices as per the demand while
moving extra products quickly to
drive the revenue growth or expand
the margins for a high demand product with a limited supply.
• The challenge: End-to-end supply chain visibility and transparency
Faced by global operations, and
market expansions with stricter regulations, enterprises are being overwhelmed by massive amounts of
information coming from the different suppliers and customers. Along
with this, businesses often contain
both internal silos – supply chain
and procurement, for example – as
well as external silos between companies and their supply network.
Manufacturers and distributors often
struggle with visibility of raw materials into production, meaning they
are unable to manage resources
efficiently and streamline production processes. Consequently, each
moving part of the supply chain must
be thoroughly assessed and painstakingly monitored to ensure that the
product is being brought to market
with both speed and effectiveness
in mind. This is the manufacturing
challenge but having insights across
the supply chain can help improve
the whole business process.
• The solution: Collaboration
through a supply chain portal
Improving supply chain per-

Creating a future of safety
behaviour for employees

PIROC
Southern
Africa,
which includes South Africa,
Botswana,
Mozambique,
Namibia and Zimbabwe, has joined
the list of Epiroc entities around
the world collaborating with global
safety training organisation SafeStart
International.
Epiroc Regional SHEQ Manager
for Southern Africa, Johnny de
Mesquita, said the programmes
involve practical techniques that can
be applied to keep workers alert to
hazards and risks all day, every day.
The objective is to create a safe
environment at work, at home, on the
road and in the community.
“SafeStart addresses not only our
own safety but also, importantly, the
safety of everyone around us. We
are extremely excited about this collaboration, especially because this is
a behavioural based programme that
addresses safety from a totally different perspective,” De Mesquita said.
“It considers people’s state of

mind living in modern society, both
in the workplace or on the road as
well as in the home and community
environment. SafeStart presents our
employees with the necessary tools
to help us all stay safe wherever we
are - at work, at home, on the road,
in the gym, at the mall, etc.”
The programme was launched to
Epiroc employees at the Jet Park
head office on 22 November 2021. It
comprises five units which will be
rolled out to all Epiroc offices, branches and mine sites in South Africa and
the relevant region countries. The
first unit is presented by SafeStart
International Master Trainer Rose
Mosiane who has already trained
Epiroc South Africa’s executives and
management and presented a Trainthe-Trainer course for internal Epiroc
resources.
Unit # 1, which kicked off on 29
November 2021, is expected to be
completed around May/June 2022 for
the entire Southern African Region

and will be followed by training of the
remaining four units.
Each two-hour training session is
attended by typically 15 employees.
It takes approximately three to four
weeks to complete and apply the
concepts learned for each of the five
units to give employees ample time
to get used to the principles and to
practice them in the working and/or
leisure environment before moving
on to the next unit.
Once Mosiane has completed the
first unit towards the end of Q2 2022,
the remaining units will be presented
by internal Epiroc trainers and will
continue throughout the year until
the programme is completed.
“The challenge is to make sure that
everyone is trained and equipped
with all the information they need
and that no one is left behind to help
us all prevent daily critical errors
and/or decisions compromised by
rushing, fatigue and complacency,”
Enquiry no: 40
said De Mesquita.

formance requires a single view,
connected to the relevant systems
and accurate up-to-date data. This
should also be accessible to all
stakeholders. Data management
and integration through a portal or
portal dashboard gives the organization much-needed visibility and control over all their supply chain processes such as procurement, manufacturing, storage, and logistics. A
supply chain portal also provides the
ability to engage, communicate and
connect with colleagues, suppliers
and customers while giving manufacturers the control and agility they
need to deliver on changing needs
and demands, ensuring shelves are
stocked and ready to serve the
market.
• The challenge: Digitalization
Building a digitalization strategy
requires support from top management to ensure collaboration and
success from transformation initiatives. The 2021 SYSPRO CFO 4.0
Survey reveals that 51% of manufacturing CFOs plan to invest in
machinery, robotics, and technology automation, and 61% believe
that predictive models supported
by meaningful measurement and
reporting are needed to ensure
the business remains competitive.
However, factory leadership needs
to set clearly defined strategies,
goals and key performance indicators addressing business specific pain points to ensure that the
necessary return on investment is
achieved.  

• The solution: A digital roadmap
Information in a digital format is
the defining force within the supply
chain. A connected supply chain
driven by smart technology such
as automated warehousing, cargo
tracking and remote fleet management is transformative. To build
more resilient supply chains, organizations should consider investing in
technologies that involve all stakeholders including internal teams,
suppliers, trading partners and end
customers.
While ERP is key to the digital
transformation journey, organizations need a robust business strategy that underpins their supply chain
strategy. Change management also
plays a crucial part in engaging
the staff and ensuring that the digital transformation efforts deliver the
required results.
To drive customer satisfaction and
business success, organizations
need access to accurate, real-time,
and actionable data. A fully integrated ERP solution with embedded
analytics is required by manufacturers and distributors to tackle the
immense challenges they face by
optimizing their business operations,
satisfying customer demands, while
increasing factory output. Without it,
companies may remain in reactive
mode. With it however, there is competitive advantage with more control
over business operations.
Paulo de Matos is Chef Product Officer at
SYSPRO.

Customer wowed by tool in
training, doubles order
KF recently conducted a twoS
day alignment training course,
exposing a key customer in the
manufacturing and repair sector to a
key alignment tool, leading them to
promptly double their order.
That’s according to Eddie Martens,
SKF Product Manager MaPro, who
said that prior to the training, the
customer had already requested
a quotation on a TKSA 51 unit.
However, the TKSA 71 instrument’s
ease of use and range of applications impressed the customer so
much that they requested a quote
on two units as well as on two sets
of SKF shim kits TMAS 720.
“Our training course covers all
aspects of alignment, including practical and theory work,” said Martens.
“It is standard practice for us to
make use of SKF products in the
practical part of our training courses
and in this instance, we used the
TKSA 71 shaft alignment tool.
“We are adding value for our customers by exposing them to our

products during training because it
relates directly back to what they
require. By now having two TKSA 71
units and two shim kits available, the
customer has increased their scope
of work. Not only can they carry out
a wider range of services, they can
now also do field work, enabling
them to boost their service offering
to customers.”
Martens said the user-friendly
TKSA 71 unit boasts some of the
thinnest measuring heads on the
market, making it ideal for carrying out shaft alignment in confined
Enquiry no: 41
spaces.
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Making existing buildings
more sustainable

T

By Mark Freeman

HE building industry is experiencing unprecedented disruption
due to a variety of trends, including the pandemic, ongoing technological transformation, market pressures,
and evolving occupant expectations
and needs.
Yet, discussions continue to focus
on what the building of tomorrow
looks like instead of examining how
current innovation such as the IoT and
next-generation building management
systems (BMS) can create sustainable, customer-centric spaces within
existing structures.
South African business and individuals continue to be affected by
the country’s volatile grid and power
provision and tertiary institutions are
no exception. To this end, a local
university, faced with the realities of
load shedding and its impact on quality of education, decided to negotiate
with the municipality to find a mutually
beneficial solution.
The municipality’s prerequisite: the
university had to guarantee it could
drastically reduce its power consumption with two hours’ notice for the
duration of the load shedding period.
The university set to work and
implemented a sophisticated BMS
system that could assess its power
consumption. The system found that
by rotating the HVAC system throughout the campus the university would
be able to meet the municipality’s
requirements.
Utilising smart sensor technology,
the BMS system determined that by
switching off the HVAC systems in
allocated areas 45 minutes at a time,
it would be able to drastically cut
down on power usage.
This 45-minute window is short

S

Umhlanga case
study
An office block in Umhlanga,
KwaZulu-Natal decided to find a solution to its exorbitant power consumption.
A major contributor to the office
block’s energy usage was its HVAC
system which had to ensure the
building stayed cool and comfortable during the hot and humid summer months. Already steps had been
taken to support the HVAC systems
by making ice at nights and running it
through an ice plant system.
Unfortunately, due to the heat from
the early morning sunrise over the
ocean, the ice supply was depleted
by 12:00 in the morning and HVAC
system had to take over during the
peak hours of the day.
Using a BMS system, the office
block ascertained that by utilising the
HVAC strategically it could save on
costs and energy. It was found that
by switching on the HVAC system
earlier (between 4:00 and 5:00am)
and gradually cooling the office block
during non-peak times, the ice plant
could be used during peak daytime,
thus saving on energy and costs.
The abovementioned examples
clearly make a case for the importance of BMS in saving costs and
energy. Taking this one step further,
is the automation of BMSs to optimise
buildings. For example, integrated
presence detectors can detect wheth-

er a room is in use and adjust
the heat, ventilation, and lights
accordingly.
Integrating HVAC, lighting,
and booking systems also
offer opportunities for reducing energy use. It can be as
simple as automatically warming conference rooms 10 minutes before meetings, thus
extending the lifespan of equipment
and cutting on energy usage.
Also, the newest guest room management systems (GRMS) seamlessly integrate with property management systems (PMS) and the
BMS. When a guest arrives, front
desk personnel can remotely take the
room from energy saving mode to the
guest’s preferred temperature.
Also, through an integrated and
automated BMS and PMS system,
staff have access to the do-not-disturb
(DND) and make-up-room (MUR) status of rooms. The lights are automatically switched on when housekeeping enters the room (to clean) and
switched back to energy saving when
they leave. Similarly, the HVAC and
lights will switch on and off when
guests enter or leave rooms.
The above has led to almost 40%
in savings in energy bills in hotels
throughout Africa as energy usage is
optimised according to guest occupancy.
Schneider Electric’s Buildings of the
Future ethos which is driven by our
EcoStruxure Buildings architecture
strives to help owners and managers get the most out of the current
resources and systems. We aim to
future proof properties with digitally
connected, open solutions that are
adaptable for future needs.
Mark Freeman is Offer Manager – Digital
Buildings, Schneider Electric South Africa

Simple safety checks to avoid
construction auction pitfalls

OME research before entering into a transactions with
an auctioneering company
can avert disappointment and
problems that may occur through
dealings with unprofessional or
unscrupulous auctioneers.
That’s according to Sonja
Styger (pictured), Chief
Administration Officer of
the South African Institute
of Auctioneers (SAIA), who said that
construction companies, rather than
jumping headlong into the bidding process or putting up assets for auction,
should first establish whether the com-

I

enough not to drastically
impact the space temperature which means by the
time students and lecturers start feeling some discomfort, the HVAC system is switched on again.

pany selected is legitimate and a
member of the association.
SAIA is the professional body
of the industry and provides
oversight and guidelines for the
industry.
“I can think of not one
good reason why a potential seller or buyer would
choose to use an unregistered auctioneer. There is
no cost benefit, nor is there safety in
not knowing the credentials of an auctioneer,” Styger said.
“That is the reason why we have
gone to great lengths to make SAIA

member-lists easily available on the
web, social media, in office or by
means of a simple phone call to our
office. When listing assets that are
potentially worth a lot of money, or
buying goods with their hard-earned
cash, we always advise people to
take the time to contact SAIA and be
safe rather than sorry.”
She said the lists are constantly
updated and easily indexed according to the company name, region
and industry served. They can be
found on several SAIA platforms
including
the
website
www.auctioneering.co.za.
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New trucks for
pioneering LNG project

A

HEAD of commissioning of
the first phase of its Virginia
Gas Project, Renergen
Limited’s subsidiary, Tetra4, the
holder of South Africa’s first and
only onshore natural gas and
helium production right, has
taken delivery of four DAF CF
430 trucks from Babcock.
Having commenced construction in 2019, the Free Statebased project – sitting on a massive production right that spans
187 000 hectares across the
towns of Virginia, Welkom and
Theunissen – is expected to produce its first liquified natural gas
(LNG) and helium in May this
year. The roughly R1-billion project will produce 50 tonnes (t) of
LNG and 350 kg of helium per day
at name plate capacity.
“We are excited about the imminent commissioning of phase 1 of
our Virginia Gas Project – South
Africa’s first commercial LNG facility,” explains Nick Mitchell, chief
operations officer at Renergen.
“With this project, South Africa
becomes one of the only seven
remaining producers of helium in
the world, alongside the United
States, Canada, Qatar, Russia,
Poland and Algeria.”
The first phase of the project
goes live with two main customers – Consol Glass and Ceramic
Industries. The two companies will
consume about 60% of the LNG
from phase 1, with the remaining 40% destined for the trucking market as part of Renergen’s
strategy to drive the dual fuel concept in the local logistics industry
due to start later this year
In fact, Renergen’s own four
DAF trucks will be retrofitted with
a dual fuel kit, which has been
proven to achieve a substitution
rate of between 35% and 50% on
average, depending on the route
and weight of the cargo.
“Key to our buying decision was
DAF South Africa’s willingness to
collaborate with us on the LNG
dual fuel project, which we believe
is the local transport industry’s
immediate bridge to the net carbon reduction and into a renewable future," Mitchell said.
Although we will retrofit an LNG
dual fuel kit, Babcock has agreed
to stand by its product in collaboration with the supplier of the dual
fuel kits to eliminate any warranty

Thabo Mokhatla
issues and ensure the ongoing
maintenance of our trucks,” says
Mitchell.

No silver bullet
Due to the documented financial and environmental benefits,
Mitchell believes dual fuel sets
the logistics industry on the path
to a sustainable future. He, however, says that there is no silver
bullet on the road to sustainability, stressing that all alternatives,
including natural gas, electric
vehicles and hydrogen, among
others, will all have a role to play
and must co-exist.
Marius Barnard, MD of
Babcock’s Transport Solutions
business, says sustainability is
an integral part of Babcock’s environmental, social and governance
(ESG) strategy. The Renergen
deal reinforces Babcock’s commitment to its Plan Zero 40 strategy, which seeks to achieve net
zero emissions by 2040.
Working with its OEM partners,
suppliers and customers alike, the
group strives to embed the highest standards in environmental
management and protection.
“The elephant in the room is the
imminent increase in fuel prices.
We need to find ways to bring
those costs down for our customers by exploring all avenues
around alternative drivetrains,
including gas and potentially electric,” says Barnard.
Mark Gavin, sales director for
Babcock’s Transport Solutions
business, said given that up to
50% of a long haulage transporter’s running costs are attributable
to diesel, dual fuel offers a feasiEnquiry no: 43
ble alternative,

New software helps ‘design just
about anything’ faster

NDUSTRIAL software supplier,
WorldsView has announced launch
of AutoCAD 2023, which it claims
will enable users to “design just about
anything, faster”.
“AutoCAD is trusted by millions of
CAD design specialists around the
world. This new release delivers a
host of time saving and collaborationenhancing features,” said Chelsey
Turner, Infrastructure Segment Leader,
WorldsView.
Compared with the standard
AutoCAD software, this new release
delivers a 63% productivity gain for
AutoCAD tasks completed with the
help of a specialised toolset, Turner
added.
This productivity boost is attributed
to the software’s included specialised
toolsets and enhanced automation.
Dedicated web and mobile apps allow
users “to achieve maximum connectivity and collaboration, whether in the
office or on-site”.
AutoCAD 2023 enhancements
include seven specialised toolsets
(Mechanical, Electrical, MEP, Map

3D, Raster Design, Plant 3D and
Architecture), featuring libraries of
over 750 000 symbols, parts and detail
components.
The new release also offers superior industry-specific, rules-driven
workflows, and design automation.
Graphics and 3D objects are rendered
up to 10 times faster than before, with
shaded, shaded with edges and wireframe visual styles.
“With the LISP web API, it’s easy
to automate web app workflow steps,
enabling greater efficiency and pro-

ductivity.”
New features and functions include:
• Trace: enables users to add design
changes, notes and markups from
their desktop, the web and the
mobile apps.
• Markup Import & Markup Assist:
enables users to automatically
import feedback and incorporate
collaborative changes to drawings
– even from printed drawings –
with a few clicks, without additional
drawing steps.
• Count: automates the counting of
blocks or objects within a selected
area throughout a drawing, with a
menu to identify objects or navigate
easily through counted objects.
• Sheet Set Manager: allows users to
send controlled copies of drawings
to teammates, anywhere, for quick
and safe collaboration.
• AutoCAD subscribers will benefit from access, technical support, remote assistance to online
resources. Teaching AI and robotics
concepts in business courses.
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SUPPLYING INDUSTRIAL AND
SPECIALTY GAS PRODUCTS TO THE
SOUTHERN AFRICAN REGION

www.airproducts.co.za
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“Considering that over 80% of a
compressor’s lifecycle cost results
from the energy it consumes, and
that compressed air generation can
account for over 40% of a plant’s
total electricity, the unprecedented
efficiency of our new GA 22 – 37
VSDs series is unarguably a game
changer,” she said.
Additional benefits include “unsurpassed reliability” and smart connectivity features which bring
Internet of Things (IoT) capability to

the devices.
Van der Westhuizen said the GA
VSD machines also perfectly align
with Atlas Copco’s environmental
standpoint.
“The 80% heat recovery capability
and advanced connectivity features
of these machines further boost efficiency levels, assisting customers
and end-users in attaining their sustainability and productivity goals.”
Other innovations include the
incorporation, for the first time ever in

Adding Powda power to your
adhesive repairs

W

HEN a repair
is made using
an adhesive,
it often does not last
long. The reason for
this is that the fix only
occurs at the part that
broke, and the fix is not
reinforced to prevent
the same break from
occurring again.
That’s according to
Adhesives Marketing
Manager for Pratley,
Mark Bell, who said this
is especially true for certain plastics
that are difficult to bond using ordinary adhesives.
This is where the company’s Powda Bond comes in. Bell
described it as product that can
fix and strengthen repairs with its
black and white powder fillers. “It
is suitable for any lightweight and
heavy-duty fixes making it ideal for
any household or workshop” and
“fantastic on plastics”.
He added that it is extremely fast

curing, can repair
most plastics, can
be filed, sanded and
painted once cured,
and can even be
submerged
into
water once cured.
“One can even
repair broken plastic
clips, broken plastic
car grilles, damaged
wheel caps and
plastic car bumpers.
It is also great for
repairing motorcycle fairings and plastics,” said Bell.
Pratley Powda Bond consists of
two specially formulated filler powders designed to absorb the liquid
adhesive faster and more effectively
than ordinary products on the market that use powder fillers.
“Pratley’s formulation is completely unique and ensures optimal penetration.” The liquid adhesive wicks
through the powder fillers right down
to the substrate without leaving any
powder residual

This, Bell said, ensures consistent
strengthening and a robust repair.
Other quick repair uses around
the home include broken or cracked
fridge drawers and most kitchen
appliances, except for inside microwave ovens. For rubber O-rings,
Superglue single adhesive is recommended.
In terms of the actual application
of the product, Bell said the different coloured powders are only for
a colour surface match. One can
also paint or spray over the repair
once it has cured, which takes a few
seconds.
“People tend to repair rather than
replace expensive items nowadays,
both on the home front and in terms
of their motor vehicles, so we are
seeing sales growth in all of these
products.”
Bell said Pratley has an extensive
R&D division working to develop
new products, and laboratories to
test new applications for existing
products.
Enquiry no: 45

Hygienic ball bearing
units for safe food production

EARING manufacturer SKF
says its Food Line ball bearing units feature a cuttingedge hygienic design that delivers
improved reliability, reduced maintenance costs and increased sustainability for the global food and beverage industry.
“Known as the Blue Range, these
bearings offer a solution to companies who are striving towards
perfecting their proactive approach
to food safety, which extends to a
hygienic-design mentality to bearing
unit components for food-processing
equipment,” the company said in a
statement.
“While practices such as purchasing hygienically designed ‘food
grade’ machines are important,
focusing on contamination risks at
the component level is just as crucial. Traditional relubrication, frequent wash-downs with abrasive
cleaning agents and dry cleaning of
bearings can cause corrosion and

create hidden means by
which contaminants
such as airborne
droplets, wastewater or contaminated
grease thrive.”
SKF said its Blue
Range has been specially designed to eliminate
these food-safety threats and is fully
compliant with food safety regulations. “Owing to their ingenious
hygienic design, these units reduce
the risk of bacteria build-up in hardto-clean areas and minimise the
spread of bacteria during cleaning.
“With an innovative sealing system, high performing bearing grease,
and complete seal-ability of the units
where it’s needed, these Food Line
ball bearings deliver outstanding
performance benefits. Subsequently
OEMs are able to innovate the performance and hygienic design of
their food processing equipment
through bearing units that last longer,

are relubrication-free and
highly cleanable.”
The company added
that the bearings units
do not require relubrication, there is no need for
equipment stoppages to
allow for lubrication activities.
“Less time is also required for cleaning excess bearing grease, resulting
in increased production uptime and
maximised production opportunities.
In addition to the removal of relubrication costs and reducing bearing
replacement frequency, re-greasing
material and labour costs are eliminated.”
The Blue Range also reduces
environmental waste, the company
said. “With less hot water needed
for cleaning, grease-free wastewater
and components that can be 100%
recycled and energy recovered,
companies can foster a preventiveversus disposal-oriented environEnquiry no: 46
mental culture.”

High temperature infrared thermometer

C

KZN Industrial & Business News

VSDs ‘set a new standard’
in compressed air efficiency

TLAS Copco’s new GA 22 – 37
VSDs (Variable Speed Drive)
air compressor range deliver
energy savings of up to 60% and an
increase in Free Air Delivery (FAD)
of up to 21%, compared to fixedspeed models.
That’s according to Atlas Copco
Compressor Technique’s Business
Line Manager for Industrial Air
Division, Zandra van der Westhuizen,
who said this puts the range in an
efficiency class of its own.
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OMTEST is offering the highly
accurate Fluke 572-2 high
temperature, infrared thermometer for extreme heat conditions over long distances.
According to the company,
the thermometer measures
between -30°C to 900°C
with ±1% accuracy.
Measurements from further away are accurate
with a 60:1 distance-tospot ratio with dual laser
sighting for fast, accurate
targeting. It displays current temperature
plus MAX, MIN, DIF, and AVG temperature with adjustable emissivity

and predefined emissivity tables.
The unit features a
multiple language (user
select) interface and is
compatible with standard
K-type mini-connector thermocouple probe (KTC) and is
shipped with a USB 2.0 computer interface cable, FlukeView
Forms Documenting Software
and the standard Fluke two-year
warranty.
Typical applications include:
• Manufacturing: repair and maintenance of motors, pumps with
data logging;

• Electrical HVAC installation:
repair and maintenance of panels, fuses, circuit breakers, compressors, ducts, and remote
access vents;
• Power utility: measurement of
nodes between power transmission and distribution;
• Metals: maintenance and quality
control where there is monitoring
of temperature during the process; and,
• Petrochemicals: maintenance of
the exterior of the kiln (temperature), monitoring the surface temperature of the reformer tubes.
Enquiry no: 47

a compressor, of a Ferrite-Assisted
Synchronous Reluctance motor.
Unlike traditional Interior Permanent
Magnet motors, the rotor uses ferrite
materials to help preserve precious
resources.
A significant reduction in the
amount of energy needed is
achieved thanks to Neos Next inverter technology, while the Boost Flow
Mode allows users to safely boost
their air compressor. This enables
VSDs compressors to temporarily

exceed their maximum capacity
when stretched to the limits by production demand.
Enquiry no: 44

Mobile data memory for
IO-Link

T

HE external IO-Link
memory DSU is a
mobile
all-purpose
device for local data transmission. Connected to an
IO-Link master, the small
device makes the stored
data available to all connected receivers.
“For example, if used as a digital type label for an interchangeable
tool, the PLC can identify it independently and reliably, extract information about operating hours and alert
the operator when maintenance is
due to prevent damage to the tool
or workpiece,” said local distributer
IFM in a statement.
During operation, the data is continuously written to the historical
memory. Thanks to the COM3 interface with 230.4 kbit/s per second.
A total of 128 kBytes offer enough
space for all relevant data.
The IO-Link memory can also be
parameterised and read via the IoT
software moneo | configure. “In this
way, recorded data of total operating hours, maintenance intervals
or system-relevant maximum and
minimum values such as pressure,
temperature or vibration data, can

C

be easily read.”
An optional write protection
protects against accidental overwriting of sensitive device information.
The DSU100 is
a 128 kBytes FRAM
data carrier which
serves as a storage medium in
industrial environments.
Parameter
setting
and data exchange take place via
the integrated IO-Link interface and
can be carried out, for example,
via the moneo | configure software
while the system is not in operation.
The device supports various operating modes, such as reading the
device-specific globally unique UID,
reading and writing up to 28 bytes of
data in one IO-Link cycle and reading and writing larger amounts of
data, with length restrictions usually
only imposed by the PLC.
Automatic access to the memory stick during operation can be
defined via numerous commands
that regulate and control the read
and write access.
Enquiry no: 48

Rebuild centres help
engine maker beat the
COVID blues

UMMINS has continued to experience strong market demand throughout
the pandemic, according
to Minenhle Mlotshwa
NRP Assistant Product
Manager, Africa
and
Middle East (AME).
“We work closely with
our customers to understand their rebuild cycles
in order to anticipate future
demand and plan accordingly,” she said, adding
that these efforts had been
bolstered by 21 Master
Rebuild Centres (MRCs) around the
world.
The company has an MRC in
Johannesburg serving the mining
industry, and one in Dubai in the
United Arab Emirates catering mainly for power generation and marine
markets. Both MRCs can rebuild
any high horsepower engine for
applications from marine to mining,
power generation, construction and
many more.
Both include technology like
dynamometer testing to full power
for some of Cummins’ largest
engines and rebuilds ranging from
19 litres to 95 litres. Mlotshwa said
that apart from the wide engine size
range, the main advantage for customers is zero hour rebuilds and a
strip-and-quote service.
“Our aim with our global MRC network is to be closer to our customers.” The South African MRC previously operated in Kelvin, Sandton
before relocating to the new
PowerHub facility in Waterfall City

in Midrand. The Dubai MRC commenced operations in 2012 and conducted the first-ever QSK95 engine
rebuild globally in 2016, Cummins’
largest engine.
The two MRCs ensure that
Cummins has a healthy swing
engine bank in the region. They also
facilitate stockholding of the correct genuine New and Recon components for scheduled rebuilds, in
addition to maintaining an inventory
of fast-moving items for common
engine platforms.
“This guarantees that we are able
to service our customers in the AME
region and meet all of their requirements.”
Mlotshwa said the key focus for
Cummins is to establish top-level
relationships with its customers that
focus on technical expertise and
service and aftermarket support.
“It allows us to grow our rebuild
business, while at the same time
investing in quality equipment and
continuous training of our staff and
Enquiry no: 49
technicians.”
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Teaching AI and robotics
concepts in business courses
A

By Gary Allemann

RTIFICIAL Intelligence (AI) and
robotics are steadily making
their way into every industry.
From retail companies to healthcare
practices that use AI-driven robots
for medical processes, the applications are proving to be endless. This
is why 85% of companies plan to
incorporate AI and machine learning into their business by 2026, and
commercial robots are experiencing
record adoption rates.
While AI and robotics concepts
were once isolated into Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math
(STEM) courses at schools and universities, modern educational institutions are increasingly incorporating them into business courses too.
Educators must prepare business
graduates for a future career that’s
impacted by automation each day.
As business education evolves,
companies will have rising access
to professionals who can make better decisions — from investments
to sales strategies — for the modern business landscape. Learning AI
and robotics can also help students
improve their data analyses before
they actually enter the workforce.

I

to 400%, in part by making complex
subjects more concrete and easy
to remember — and few subjects
are more visual and hands-on than
robotics and AI.
Even using AI software in the
classroom can be more immersive
than purely learning business theories with an internship. For instance,
professors can teach resource management by having students work
as a team to choose whether to
complete certain assignments or
tasks themselves or “invest” in automation software to do the work for
them, given a set budget and costs.
Students may need to consider
both HR and automation ethics by
ensuring each member of their team
always has a task (and therefore
remains “employed”).
Interdisciplinary education doesn’t
have to be complex. Business students don’t necessarily need to learn
how to code or build machines, but
they can benefit from learning how AI
and robotics work and how they can
incorporate these new technologies
into their careers.
STEM professionals and data analysts can contribute to this extension
of traditional business education by
volunteering as guest speakers in

classrooms. By providing insights
about AI, robotics, and automation
from the perspective of someone
who’s actively watching businesses
transform, you can make business
courses more realistic and actionable for students.

The hard part
Collecting data is often the easy
part of business analyses. Getting
insights from all those numbers is
the difficult part — and the most
important. With actionable insights,
you can predict sales volumes and
even turn your company’s data into
a monetisable asset. In the business
field, experts expect the usage of AI
and machine learning for cash flow
forecasting to increase by 450% in
just two years.
When students can understand
basic AI and robotics concepts, they
can understand how to decipher
data and use it to their advantage.
One business school in India teaches students how to build IoT devices
and store data, which they can use
to analyse and monitor the devices
via the cloud.
Data mining for analysis is key to
business solutions, and this can be

done by AI-driven models. Students
can then create their own data visualisations and use AI-driven software to predict potential business
outcomes. Business students can
practice using transactional data collected by AI software to identify customers’ interests, then practice their
selling skills by using those interests
within their pitches.
Modern business courses can no
longer neglect the rise of AI and
robotics across industries. No matter
what company business students
work with (or start) in the future, they
must understand these new technologies to make efficient, ethical, and
smarter business decisions in the
future. Supporting these programs
— for example, by volunteering as a
guest speaker, offering internships,
or even donating to universities —
can support the growth of a more
proficient workforce and more capable graduates.
Gary Allemann is MD at Master Data
Management

Using tech to automate
legal documents in real estate

N what it says is a first for the
property industry in South
Africa, Meridian Realty now
has an online offer to purchase (OTP) generator that
automates the process and
produces a customised document that fulfil all legal requirements. The automated OTP
was developed by the company over the past six months and forms
part of the larger Meridian Connect
CRM System.
“Now agents can sit with their buyers when preparing an OTP, whilst the
system takes them on a client journey,” said Antonie Goosen (pictured),
Principal and founder of Meridian
Realty. “Through the completion of
a number of questions, all relevant
particulars relating to the offer the
buyer wants to make are captured in
the system.”
Once all the required steps have
been completed, the Meridian
Connect System automatically generates a customised Offer to Purchase
based on the input the buyer gave.
Only relevant clauses are included,
and the Offer to Purchase will only be
as long, or short, as required.
“We are not aware of any other
system out there that are able to provide the same customisation. Gone
are the days of completing OTPs by
hand and striking out unnecessary
clauses… clients are provided with a
clean, perfectly drafted OTP.”

W

As much as 50% of jobs may be
automated by 2030. While this largely includes manufacturing careers
and menial work, automation is
increasingly affecting careers that
once required a tertiary education
too.
Rather than simply teaching students how to manually predict supply
and demand, for instance, students
may learn how to use AI to predict
supply and demand trends in their
industries. They can then use this
AI-supplied information to improve
pricing strategies. Business students
therefore become irreplaceable,
knowledgeable workers when they
expand upon the capabilities of AI
and robotics.
Hands-on
Technology leaders can support
the rise in interdisciplinary education
by offering hands-on internships to
business students, rather than limiting opportunities to STEM students.
Teaching AI and robotics isn’t just
an opportunity to secure business
students’ futures, it can also help
them improve their decision-making
processes so they’re fully prepared
to put their skills into practice once
they’re in the field. Visual teaching
strategies improve learning by up

Goosen said the company
spent the last three years
developing and refining its
larger CRM system to better
serve its customers.
“The Meridian Connect
System was developed from
the ground up and tailored
specifically to accommodate the South African property market. Meridian provides the
platform to all its affiliated Property
Practitioners, called iAgents.
“By using Meridian Connect,
Meridian’s iAgent’s are better
equipped to serve their buyers and
sellers. Through Meridian Connect
we can create property wish lists for
our buyer, and then match the buyer
requirements with all suitable properties within the Meridian network. We
also communicate, share, and interact
with our buyers and sellers directly
from the platform. The system also
prompts the agent when a new property gets listed that matches their
buyer’s requirements.”
Goosen says the automated online
OTP is part of the larger trend in the
property industry to use property technology to empower estate agents.
“Research recently conducted by
World Wide Worx, titled the ‘Digital
Corporation in SA 2021’, points out
that while digital transformation may
have slowed, there is clear spend
on ICT to lay the foundation for
digital corporations of the future.

The real estate industry needs to keep
pace with the rest of corporate South
Africa and to digitally transform the
way they do business.
“One way is to adopt technology to
streamline businesses using property
portals, social media, CRM systems
and automated processes like the
OTP generator Meridian Realty have
now developed,” Goosen said.
The custom-built CRM system enables marketing automation and automated document creation. Agents set
up a potential buyer on the system
with all the necessary and approved
details as well as the potential buyer’s
requirements. From there the system
automates Covid-19 screenings for
in-person viewings and shares details
of safety protocol in advance of an inperson viewing.
“The system also boasts a seller
portal where sellers can get automated feedback on viewings recorded by
the agent. Finally, from an admin point
of view the system helps to generate
and store important documentation
like the OTP, FICA documents as well
any other documents produced and
required during the transfer process.”
Goosen said automated processes
not only ensure agents are working
in a disciplined way, but also ensures
that they follow process. “In this way
they dedicate more time to what matters, providing exceptional service to
clients and potential buyers.”
Enquiry no: 50

Guide to the measurement of electrical
and mechanical work in South Africa

HAT part should the quantity
surveyor play in the procurement
and management of Electrical and
Mechanical(M&E) services? This has
been a vexed question for many years
and remains a contentious subject
when both engineers and quantity surveyors vie to include the procurement,
administration and cost management
of M&E services in their respective
appointments.
Some clients insist on one or the
other consultant being responsible,
while other clients show no preference
and leave it to the consultant team to
resolve.
From a quantity surveyor's point of
view, where M&E services make up
a significant proportion of the overall

building cost – say anything above
10 to 15% - it is essential that the
quantity surveyor takes responsibility for the financial management and
cost control of the entire project and
not limit their service to the “building
works” alone.
Such financial management can
only be effective if the quantity surveyor is involved from estimating
stage right through to final account, in
close cooperation with the respective
engineers responsible for the design
of the M&E services. In larger, more
sophisticated projects, the mechanical, electrical and electronic services,
including security services, smoke
detection, fire protection and the like
can make up 40% or more of the pro-

ject value.
It is generally accepted that bills of
quantities are essential for proper preand post-contract cost management
and that it is not possible to effectively
cost manage projects, or part thereof,
in the financial vacuum that exists
when tenders are called for on the
basis of drawings and specification
alone. Bills of quantities introduce a
discipline from tender stage through
to final account stage which provides
the tool to contain the cost within a
significantly narrower band.
Copies can be ordered at -15%
launch discount until 31 May 2022
on: https://www.asaqs.co.za/store/
viewproduct.aspx?id=20054358
Enquiry no: 51
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Pyloning on the progress
at Msikaba Bridge project
T
HE Msikaba Bridge project on
the new N2 toll road between
Port Edward and Umtata
achieved an engineering milestone this month, as the legs of the
bridge’s south pylon were hydraulically jacked apart.
The 580-metre-long, stay cable
bridge – which will span the 198 metre
deep Msikaba Gorge – forms part of
the N2 Wild Coast project being
undertaken by the South African
National Roads Agency (SANRAL)
and is under construction by the
CME JV joint venture, a partnership
between Concor Construction and
MECSA Construction.
CMEJV Project Director Laurence
Savage said these two legs make up
the first 20 metres of the inverted Y
shaped pylon and are built without
any lateral support as free cantilevers. Once completed four lanes of
vehicles and a pedestrian walkway
on either side will pass beneath
these legs at the start and end of the
bridge deck.
“The jacking apart of the legs
countered the bending moment at
the bases of the cantilever legs,”
said Savage. “In layman’s terms, the

jacking eradicated the effect of the
legs bending towards each other. As
engineers would see this, the legs
are effectively vertical due to the
jacking process.”
The bridge includes two pylons
that will stand 128 metres high on
each side of the gorge. The pylons
support the bridge deck using a
network of 34 cable tendons strung
through their upper reaches.
“These cables then run from the
top of the pylons back into anchor
blocks located 100 metres to the
rear of the respective pylons. Each
of the four anchor blocks is made
up of over 1,600 tons of structural
reinforced and mass concrete and
extend 17 metres – the equivalent
of six storeys of a building – into the
ground.”
Savage said the lateral support
was installed on the sixth lift of
the pylon structure, after 520 cubic
metres of concrete had been poured
to reach a height of 20 metres.
“Two sets of hydraulic jacks were
installed in parallel to each other and
a jacking force of 1,750 kilonewtons
(kN) applied to the two pylon legs to
counter the bending moment for the

freestanding cantilever legs.
“To achieve the required force, the
two 150 ton hydraulic jacks were
loaded to 90 tons, developing a pressure of 41 megapascals (MPa). The
jacking was done on 5 MPa intervals, and deflections of the structure
were monitored using dial gauges
and surveying.”
A key consideration was the
punching force on the flat face
of the pylon legs due to the jack
load. This, Savage said, also dictated the size of the bearing plates
affixed to the inside of the legs,
enabling a dissipation of the force
across the appropriate surface area.
This avoided any damage to the
structure due to loading of the concrete surface.
“The jacks only have a 50mm
stroke, which required the installations to be exact – as the 41MPa
pressure had to be achieved before
the jack ran out of stroke length. The
base plates were installed on the
pylon leg structure with 29 mm nonshrink grout minimising the use of
the stroke length.”
After the lateral support was
aligned and seated, a grout bis-

cuit was cast which
served two key
functions. Firstly, it
absorbed any tolerances in the installation after the initial
base plate installation and secondly,
it assisted with the
These two legs make up the first 20 metres of the
removal of the laterinverted Y shaped pylon and are built without any
al support. Breaking
lateral support as free cantilevers
out the grout biscuit
released the pressure in the lateral
support, once the seventh lift was locking ring on the hydraulic jack,
cast and the legs permanently locked and the locking ring on the supertogether.
shore jack housing. The preparation
“The temperature of the pylon for the jacking took three months
structure and lateral support was of planning and analysis, while the
measured to ensure an average of setup was conducted over nine days.
22°C, to limit any unforeseen chang- The actual jacking process was comes in force due to changes in the plete in less than eight hours from
temperature during the construction commencement.
cycle casting lift seven.
Savage said the total movement
“The lateral support was wrapped of the pylon after jacking totalled
in a 25 mm thick thermal blanket 23mm at a force of 1,750kN, which
to limit temperature change move- was within the design parameters.
ments and any resulting changes in The casting of lift seven to lock in the
prop forces.”
release of the moment was due to be
The lateral support was locked into complete by mid-April 2022.
Enquiry no: 52
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Breathing life into your machines

L

EADING industrial automation
company Festo South Africa
recently launched a threepart campaign, called ‘Absolute
Automation 2.0’. It focuses on the
company’s Process, Pneumatic and
Electric Automation business units.
To simplify the product terms and
functions, Festo created an analogy
between its products and the human
body, with a special focus on the
heart, lungs and brain.
The first leg of this campaign,
themed ‘Heart of Absolute Automation
2.0’, débuted in late February 2022.
The campaign focused on its comprehensive process automation solutions and detailed how its valves,
linear actuators as well as quarterturn actuators intertwine to control
the media flow in manufacturing
machines.
Now, the second leg of its campaign shining the spotlight on its
Pneumatic Automation solutions, this

time using the human lungs as an
analogy.
“The lung consists of a network of organs and tissues that
help humans breathe. This system helps the body absorb oxygen from the air and clean waste
gases, such as carbon dioxide,
from the human body’s blood,”
said Thomas Hohls, Technical
Support Engineer at Festo South
Africa.
“This same phenomenon applies
to Festo Pneumatic Automation
products, which ensure the quality of compressed air in machines.
These products excel in the pharmaceutical, automotive, food and
beverage, water treatment and other
industries.”
Hohls went on to describe the
campaign’s focus products.
MS-Basic series for clean air
The Festo MS-Basic offers attractively priced core components
focused on the most important
technical functions of compressed
air preparation, such as pressure
regulation, filtration and manual or
electric on/off control. It is fully compatible with the MS standard series,
allowing users to create the best
possible mix of cost-effective basic
functions and any high-end functions
they need.
The regulators and filter regulators
of the MS-Basic have a high flow
rate of up to 5800 l/min, while their

polymer materials deliver a weight
reduction of up to 30% compared
with the MS metal series. “This combination between MS-Basic and the
standard series allows for some very
innovative solutions, such as safety systems and feedback on functions,” Hohls explained. This can be
achieved by using sensors such as
the SDBT-MSX.
Proximity sensor with auto-teach
function, SDBT-MSX

Adjusting the proximity switches
for detecting the end position of a
pneumatic cylinder’s piston stroke is
often a complex process. The Festo
Proximity Switch SDBT-MSX, also
known as the first programmable
proximity sensor, has simplified this
process. This allows for automatic
detection and saving of the end position with PNP/NPN and open/closed
signals built in.
“Commissioning a proximity switch
has become easier for users in factory automation, the electronics
industry and in small parts handling,”
said Hohls. The SDBT-MSX fits in
all drives with a T-slot. It matches
with drives such as the Guided Drive
DFM, Round Cylinder DSNU-S and
Compact Cylinder ADN-S.
Pneumatic drives for motion
tasks in diverse applications
• Compact Cylinder ADN-S
The ADN-S boasts a housing that
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is made from one piece, as well as
a minimal weight and footprint. In
addition to features like sensor markings, a lasered data matrix code and
various slots, it is designed to fit perfectly in tight spaces. It is also available in copper-free versions. This
double-acting cylinder is ideal for
small movements in tight quarters,
boasting a piston rod with internal or
external thread, magnetic piston for
position sensing and clear markings
for sensor mounting.
• Round Cylinder DSNU-S
Machine designers and fitters will
be impressed by the space-saving
upgrade of the Round Cylinder
DSNU-S when it comes to efficient
machine design. Its features include
several spanner flats and injection
moulded polymer bearings. The
result is a round cylinder with the
shortest and thinnest overall footprint
in the Festo round cylinder range.
The Festo self-adjusting cushioning
PPS technology puts an end to the
back and forth usually required when
setting the cushioning of pneumatic
cylinders. The cushioning system
makes commissioning easier and
saves time. This ensures that travel
into the end position is dynamic
but gentle and doesn’t require any
manual intervention.
• Guided Drive DFM
This impressive guided drive has the
best price-performance ratio in the
market and offers optimum guide
characteristics such as sturdiness
and flexibility. It is reliable, adapt-

able and resilient, even with high
torque loads. With its two different
guide variants, the DFM can move,
on average, over 100% higher loads
than its competitors. Loads of up to
150 kg are stopped reliably and safely, making the Guided Drive DFM a
resilient and sturdy stopper cylinder.
It is perfectly suited to clamping components for reliable further processing and effortlessly transports and
lifts loads of over 200 kg, powerfully
and dynamically.
• One-Way Flow Control Valve
VFOE
The easy-to-adjust VFOE allows
machine and plant manufacturers
to regulate the speed of pneumatic
cylinders in their applications and
plants to suit their specific needs and
expectations. This compact oneway
flow control valve from the Festo
Core Range has proven itself to be
a cost-effective solution for standard
applications. “This manually adjustable valve comprises a supply and
exhaust air variant that enables the
retraction and advance speed of a
pneumatic cylinder’s piston rod to be
freely adjusted. Included are G and
R thread variants,” Hohls concluded.
The third and final leg of its threepart campaign, set to launch early
next year, will focus on its Electric
Automation solutions which provide
seamless connectivity from components to the cloud – a function similar
to that of the brain.
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